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WORLD NEWS

OPINION
Columnist Mary Beth Murtha
expresses her concern for the
downtrodden in a materialistic
society.

SPORTS

NOW

Holly Bates of
Topeka High
school, plays her
flute through her
Halloween mask.

Senior Heather Greig
has given the
volleyball team a
boost this season.

NOW reviews 'Three to Tango'
and gives it two and a half stars.

Weather Today:

Friday

sunny
High 76, Low 49

October 29. 1999
Volume 87 & Issue 47

A doily independent student press

French, British in food war
By MAUREEN JOHNSON
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Associated Press Photo
Signs declaring a "French Food Free Zone" and "Where We
Spit on French Produce" are displayed outside a pub near
Bradford in Northern England.

LONDON — It may not rank
with the battles of Agincourt or
Waterloo, but it's war. At least
that's what the tabloids say.
Britain and France, those
centuries-old enemies and
allies, are at it again — this
time not over dynasties and
domain, but over who produces
the dirtiest, most unhygienic
and dangerous-to-eat beef.
The dispute promises to be
the most serious since, well,
since the issue was cheap
British lamb in the '80s.
Or perhaps since the historic
1994 opening of the undersea
Channel Tunnel that physically

linked Britain with France for
the first time — ushering in a
new era of Anglo-French misunderstandings.
This latest skirmish, while it
began over beef, has spread to
other products as tempers flare
higher and higher.
French farmers have lit
burning barricades in front of
British trucks at the tunnel
entrance. "England is an
island. It is easier to blockade
than the continent," declared
farmers' leader Luc Guyau.
A British aristocrat with an
ancient title. Lord Cranborne,
has banned French goods from
the tourist shop on his family
estate, and the agriculture minister is denying himself French

delicacies. The Daily Star
tabloid is running a "Just Say
Non" campaign, urging Britons
to drink Californian, Bulgarian, Australian or anyone, but
anyone, else's wine.
"The Frogs may have started
it, but it's hard to know which
side of the Channel is behaving
worse," Polly Toynbec wrote in
London's upmarket, pro-European Guardian newspaper.
And that's about as liberal
and even-handed as it gets.
The beef war began in
August — or rather entered a
new, more emotional phase —
when France refused to join the
rest of Britain's partners in the
15-nation European Union in
lifting a ban on British beef.

Honors students host Halloween Party
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
Last night, members of
the University and the
Wood County Nursing
Home worked together to bring
enjoyment to little kids and
cheer up the residents of the
Wood County Nursing Home.
The nursjng home held a
Halloween party for children,
which was sponsored and put
on by the University's Honors
Program Service Learning
Committee.
The purpose of this event,
according to Kristin Michaels,
an Honors Program assistant,
was "to give the honors students a chance to take part in
community service and learn at
the same time."
"It's something really fun for
the students to do and they are
going to learn a lot," Michaels
said.
The program was highlight-

ed by games, such as bobbing
for apples, face painting, and
refreshments, such .s doughnuts and cider. The honors students who helped worked at
each of these stands felt good
about what they were doing.
"This is a great experience
and is a lot of fun," said Melissa Dolejs, freshman business
major. "It is a great way to get
involved with the community."
Stephanie Walker, a sophomore biology/premed major,
shared similar thoughts. "It is
a great way to help out and
have some fun at the same
time."
Each of the children who
attended the party, had a good
time playing the games and
getting into the Halloween
spirit. Many of them had their
own highlights of the event.
"This was really fun, especially bobbing for apples; I got
one," said Stephen Adamczak,
• See HALLOWEEN, page five.

The BG News
Some students are concerned
about several issues relating to
the University's dining services, ranging from the high
prices to getting cheated at the
cash register.
Students who feel that they
are being incorrectly charged
for their food can watch the
register screen and request a
receipt if they wish.
The worry that the cashiers
are entering the incorrect
prices can cease. Laurie Maher,
classified cashier, said that the
cash register buttons are preprogrammed when downloaded
from a disk. The cashiers do not

type in the prices as orders are
rung up, but they do go through
training to learn how to operate
the register.
. Ana Underman, a freshman,
said that she worries that the
cashiers are charging her for
more food than she buys.
"I've talked to a lot of people
who've been charged for too
many things. I know people
who have checked their receipt
and noticed that the cashiers
have pressed too many buttons
and overcharged them for extra
stuff."
Although the food prices
may seem high to University
students, Edward O'Donnell,
director of dining services, said
the cost of the food isn't the
only factor in determining the

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Kelly Allen, a freshman business major helps Russel Haar pass out candy at Wood County
Nursing Home.

prices.
In addition to buying the
food, there are overhead costs
to be met, such as labor and
benefits, cost of renovation,
debt service and utilities.
Maher said that when students steal from the cafeteria,
the overhead prices increase as
well.
"It just takes one student to
ruin it for everybody, and I
think things are overpriced too,
like Snapple products and
other bottled beverages," she
said.
"Students need to keep in
mind that with the minimum
meal plan, only one-third of the
$871 goes towards food,"
O'Donnell said. "The rest are
overhead prices that are

10 Ways To Save Money On Meals
_l Get ■ fr« mug from ihc cafeteria, saves 20 lo 30 cents per drink, which adds up to substantial savings If used ill Ike lime, and can
be used al all Unlversit) food
locatfoas.
-I I here are meal dealt available every day, one al lunch and one al dlaner.
J Eat a salad and side dishes with one main entree Instead of eating a meal made up of three to six eatrees.
-I Use dressings from the condiment table that are free Instead of using dressings from the food line that you pay for.
J Eat combo meals available with snapshot saadivkhes- a sandwich, a small boat of fries and a '4 .,/. drink lor a special price,

depending oa which sandwich you
purchase.
□ New- free lunch program at Commons- when a chime goes off, whoever to paying at that time gets their meal free.
□ It it a few pennies cheaper to weigh lettuce, tomato, and cheese separately rather than to pay the add oa price of 40 cents if you
simply place II on the

sandwich.
-i It is cheaper to buy drinks from the beverage marhiaes than from cans and
bottles.
Li Buying a lot of food from the UalversKy convenience stores is not economical.
U Ask the cashiers for advice, they will let you know the cheaper optloas.

www.bgnews.com

Study
abroad
travels
worldwide
By SARA EATON
The BG News

Students worried about high food prices
By MEGAN BREST

The ban was imposed in
1996 because of an outbreak of
bovine spongiform
encephalopathy, or mad cow
disease, which researchers
linked to a new strain of the
fatal human brain ailment
Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease.
France claims to have its
own scientific evidence that
British beef is still unsafe. Having spent millions cleaning up
its act, Britain has made strong
objections, laced with suspicions that the French are protecting their own farmers. An
EU scientific committee began
meeting Thursday in Brussels,
Belgium, to examine the
French claim. Officials said
thev exDected a ruling Friday.

BG News Photo/ SARA GRJGSBY
Jeremy Smith, freshman journal ism major, hands his food card
to cashier, Darcy Miller, freshma n special education major.
adjusted to cover the overhead students could use their meal
plan cards, like at the Universiexpenses that are related."
The degree to which the ty of Akron and OSU.
"We've been working as hard
prices are raised or reduced
will fluctuate depending on as we can, calling businesses
how much the yearly expenses and asking them what they
would do," Gault said. "Domihave increased.
The prices at GT Express noes offered to pay for the card
and Chili's are also determined scanner set-up and give 20 perby dining services, since they cent of their profits from stuare a part of the dining services dents using their meal card to
operation as well. O'Donnell BGSU. If students push hard
said that the prices are not enough and we work together
exceptionally high; they are as a team there's nothing we
competitive to most other con- can't achieve."
Another student, Stephanie
venience stores.
"BG is one of the only schools Wright, said that she supports
in the country to allow students the idea of eating oft' campus
to use their meal plans in con- because then there would be a
venience stores," O'Donnell lot more flexibility with when
said. "Students can also use she could eat.
Joan Gordon from the Chamtheir full meal plan in the [oncampus] restaurants and snack ber of Commerce, said that she
bars. This is a nice service we thinks students eating off camare able to provide for the stu- pus is a part of establishing
good
community/University
dents."
Clint Gault, president of relations.
"It gives students a choice,"
USG, said they are trying to
make off-campus arrangements she said.
at fast food restaurants where

One program offered at the
University, along with many of
other universities, is study
abroad.
Students can travel all over
the world for a semester to
places where he/she takes
classes, lives with natives and
experiences the culture.
While
this
opportunity
seems easy and fun, there are
several requirements students
must meet before leaving the
country concerning health
codes.
Sally Raymont, director of
International Programs Education Abroad, explained that all
students must purchase an
International Student Identification Card (ISIC) which provides discounts and insurance.
The ISIC insurance covers
most medical expenses, including hospital stays due to illness, accident medical coverage, accidental death and dismemberment, emergency evacuation and repatriation.
While there are some exclusions, such as suicide or war,
ISIC insurance covers basic
needs, according to Raymont.
Also, according to a student
handbook, ISIC does not
exclude students who already
have insurance through their
parents or work.
Not only does the University
require its estimated 200-225
students who travel abroad
each school year to purchase
the ISIC card, but Raymont
also strongly recommends it.
"Twenty dollars goes a long
way," she said.
Each site students can travel
to has a residence director, who
often is a native of the country
or a long-time resident, Raymont said, so they are able to
help students choose a reputable doctor for regular checkups and sick visits.
"They have established ties
with the medical community,"
she said.
Before leaving the United
States, students are required to
receive immunization shots,
Raymont said.
On the other side, host families go through several interviews and health inspections to
ensure students safety, she
added.
While millions of students
travel to other countries during
college for study abroad programs, just a few end up deali See STUDY, page five.
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OPINION
Money could be better spent
Toledo's Franklin Park Mall
docs not often inspire great
philosophical thoughts. It is
merely a collection of stores,
bound together by a betterthan-average food court.
However, a leisurely glide
down Marshall Field's escalator
offers a view that is utterly
offensive, if you think about it.
For those who haven't taken
this particular ride: On one's
right, while riding the escalator, is an expansive collection of
crystal, Lladrd figurines, fine
porcelain and designer luggage.
On one's left, as one approaches
the first floor, is a display of
gourmet chocolates, gold and
platinum jewelry, glimmering
evening dresses and leather

luggage,

The department store's lighting is warm and golden, casting
a lustrous sheen over glass
cases and display tables. Mellifluous muzak soothes the ear.
These things arc not directed
toward me. I cannot afford to
pay more than five dollars for
anything, so I certainly wouldn't be shopping here. I use the
escalator and touch the crystal,
but I don't buy anything.
I can appreciate the beauty
of the setup, and even I find it
hard not to "need" a brand new
cashmere turtleneck when I'm
in a place like that It's almost
as if every nuance of the store
were directed toward me personally, urging me gently to do
my civic duty to the U.S. economy by indulging myself and
shelling out the big bucks for
an item which would simply

make me a more glamorous and
well-esteemed | rson if it were
in my possession.
That is what 1 find offensive.
I work harder than a dog for
what I earn today. In the society that I live in, this wage
would be barely enough to survive on if my room and board
were not already paid for. And
if, at the ripe age of 20, I had a
spouse or even a child lo support. I would be in trouble.
There are others out then',
in the world and here in Bowling Green, whose lifestyle does
not even approach mine where I am at least eating
three squares and wearing
mall-bought clothes (though
they were all bought from the
deep discount sale rack), there
are some who are wearing tattered flannels and living off
mac-n-cheese Then again there
are some whose lifestyle does
not approach even that
they
cannot feed themselves or their
children, or cannot keep the
house heated, of even afford to
live in a home at all.
Did Box Citj nally give us
an idea of what it's like to lie
homeless? Of what it's like to be

Current Events

destitute? Do we really think
that homeless people party in
boxes with hot pizza and radio
blaring?
Do we consider who we leave
behind when we business
majors, broadcast majors or
heck, even we art majors can
afford to spend four years chasing a piece of parchment that
will nearly guarantee us a livable wage?
Do we consider the harm
that our slick vinyl club-hopping pants do to our environment'' Surely not. We don't consider the chemicals, fumes and
waste involved in processing

eve

Do we consider the 13-yearold girls who toil unimaginable
hours, in dusty, itchy, sweaty
conditions, with little food and
drink to create our $70 black
platform oxford shoes? The
damage done to third world
countries and their environments by our overseas industries are nothing when compared to the damage done to
other human beings. You could
have been born one of those
laborers. In fact, maybe you
were born one of those laborers,
and your hard work and a little
luck landed you at a four year
institution in Ohio. It doesn't

matter.

Do we consider the fat cats
who are chartering private
planes from the money they
make by managing companies
which mark up their merchandise so much that the profit
garnered from one Tommy
sweatshirt is enough to feed tin
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PEOPLE
on the stre
street
Question: If you were to study abroad, where would you
go and why?

Matt LaRiccia
Political
Science
"Canada...I like
much music
ehhh."

Morgan Ibdd
Paliobiology
Freshman
"lb Australia, I've
always wanted to
go there and I
love pandas.''
Laura Rudolph
Education
Freshman
"England, because
I just love those
British accents!"

r*
Nick Gurich
Marketing
Freshman
"To McDonald.
because that's
where all the hot
'broads' are."

Sarah Gallucci
Undecided
Freshman
'Ireland, because
they actually have
hills there."

Mary Beth Murlliu is a
columnist fur The News. She
can be reached at marym<&
bgnet.bgsu.edu.

by Patrick Johns Colleges should offer
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family of the Third World worker for a very long time?
What 1 find offensive about
the atmosphere of Franklin
Park and all malls, department
stores, grocery stores, car dealerships and everything is our
attitude as a society toward
them. We, as a primarily middle-class society, act as though
our moderate or excessive
wealth entitles us to blow
money on DVD players, leather
jackets, latest-model cars and
silver jewelry when so many
charities need funding and so
many homeless hungry people
need just a little bread and a
blanket, and they can't even get
that.
We don't need any of this
stuff. I don't need a cashmere
turtleneck I don't even need
the $9 shoes 1 bought the other
day. Barefoot people need
shoes C'old people on the street
could use a cashmere turtleneck far more than I and my
corduroy coat could.
The next time you gloat over
your glossy new Doc Martens,
think about all the other pairs
of shoes you own. Maybe you
can find it in you to give those
shiny Docs to someone whose
own boots are threadbare and
duct-taped It's the hardest
thing to do ,., but it's the first
baby step on the road to a more
egalitarian society.

EAIVTH YESTERDAY.
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Have you hugged your favorite columnist today?
They need it.
Or, write a Letter to the Editor explaining how wrong
they really are.
They need that, too.

Common Sense 101
essary questions and class participation aren't substitutes for
common sense. Senior citizens
returning to college sometimes
fall into this category. Their
uxcuse for forgetting what common sense is that they've been
out in the real world. Freshmen
use the excuse that they
"Whoever said,
haven't been in the real world.
'There are no stupid
Then there's Carl and Carla
Class Clown who lack intelliquestions,'
never
took
"//' ignorance is bliss, then
gence and a sense of humor.
classes at a large
wipe the smile from my fair "
Why do people let them get
Rage Against the public school."
away with it? Jokes aren't like
Machinefine wine, they don't improve
about people with real mental
with age. News flash, people: If
disabilities. I'm referring to
your outdated stand-up routine
those
people
who
lack
one
very
When people think of college,
didn't work in the fifth grade,
they think of a place of higher important quality: COMMON it's too late now. Think before
learning and diversity I used to SENSE. Sadly, my tolerance for you speak, and if that hurts too
think that way myself, but my alcohol far exceeds my toler- much, then don't speak at all.
optimism has been soured by a ance for these people.
If you think they speak Latin
few bad apples that I have had
Unfortunately,
common
the misfortune of tasting.
sense isn't something that can in Latin America — don't
despair. Money can't buy comThe problem, especially at a be taught or learned. Let's not
mon sense, but it can buy a collarge, public university, is that lie to ourselves or deny or pre- lege degree.
not all students are ready for tend that those of us blessed
Professors and teachers
with this gift aren't annoyed,
higher learning.
without a degree in common
Diversity is great. In fact, I frustrated, even slowed down
sense should feel partially
welcome cultural, ethnic and by these people. And whoever
said, "There are no stupid ques- responsible for these problems.
religious diversity with open
tions," never took classes at a Perhaps Common Sense 101
arms. It's intellectual diversity
that I have a problem with. I'm large public school. I'm paying should be added to the curricufor my education so I expect to lum. Ignorance doesn't discrimnot an intellectual giant by any
measurements. I do believe in be educated. This can't happen inate. It reaches all walks of
God, and I do believe that all if my precious class time is con- life. I don't have all the
humans were and are created sumed by stupid questions and answers, only the complaints. If
I've helped one stupid person
equally I don't deserve to live bad jokes.
I'm not stereotyping, but think twice before asking a stuand breathe any more than
someone else who lacks my simply profiling certain types of pid question or telling a bad
witty charm or keen sense of undesirable students. There's joke or breeding, then I've
humor. However, this is a com- "Tommy and Tammy Tries-Too- made a difference.
petitive world whicji brings to Hard," who make up for their
mind the idea of "survival of the lack of common sense through
Nathan Collins is a U-Wire
overkill.
fittest."
Guest Columnist from Ohio
Guess what people? Unnec- State University.
Am I saying that people with
average or less than average
intellect don't deserve a chance,
don't deserve an education? Of
course not. I just think that
some people would be more
comfortable somewhere that
can recognize and address their
special needs. I'm not talking

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than >00 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response lo a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to tayIob@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Copyright <S 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.

Also, you can check out back issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and Is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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"Pro-Choice." I can't stand that they
want to tell us what we can and cannot
drink on campus. Next they'll probably
be telling us that we can't spit on those
wooden newsstands anymore. I tell you,
fascism isn't dead; it's alive and breeding within the deans and presidents and
all those other people who are closing
their ears to the students.

Establishment to know that you are not
going to give up your right to choose, I
urge you to soap the president's office
windows with the words "One Drink
Bad." I also want everyone to wear Tshirts decorated with the words "You
Stink, One-Drink" every day (this may
require some of you to decorate more
than one shirt; if it's not worth the time
and money to you, then it means you
don't really care).

I imagine you're probably thinking to
yourself: "Well, shoot, from now on 111
just walk a few blocks to a grocery store
and buy whichever drink or food product
As promised, here is the winning col- I want, and save a few hundred dollars
umn from my Dumb Contest. It's an in the process." Well, think again. Com"Attack on Your Morals and Political mon sense dictates that the University
Involvement" Column designed to make won't stop at limiting choice on campus;
you feel bad about yourself and get you that would give them too little control.
off your duff so that my will can be
They're no doubt working out a plan
served. Here we go:
with local grocers to limit choice within
I realize that this is an issue that has the entire city of Bowling Green. They
received a lot of attention lately, but I plan to take over every aspect of our
want to put my two cents in as well. Sev- lives, and nothing is below them, not
eral people have addressed the issue of even limiting underwear choice (sorry,
the University allowing only one soft Hanes buyers).
drink company to sell its products on
Additionally, you commuters are
campus, but nobody has addressed the
real matter at hand*. What we are look- probably thinking: "I can just buy food
ing at here is the loss of our basic products from my hometown and bring
them with me; I've got nothing to worry
human freedoms.
about." Sorry, guys, but you're not off
Even if you don't agree with or even the hook, either. The higher-ups will
like what I've said before, I'm sure you'll likely pass astronomical fines on anyagree that I'm smarter than you. I have body caught with a beverage purchased
carefully thought this issue over, and I outside the Bowling Green city limits
will attend to every aspect of it and offer ($25 for a can, $500 for a six-pack,
a solution that you never would have $1,000 for a two-liter). None of this has
thought up.
happened yet, but I'm sure that it will if
we allow the University to limit our
If the University stiffs choose to have right to choose.
us be "sponsored," as it were, by a single
drink manufacturer, they limit our right
Of course, there's only one way to stop
to choose what we put in our bodies. I this impending oppression. We, the stuknow that the vast majority of students dent body, have go to take action. We're
do not want this to happen, and I share not pulling our collective weight on this
their opinion. It's really not surprising issue, and you specifically are pulling
how much of us are, to coin a phrase, less than everybody else, if you want the

In closing, this is the United States of
America; we citizens have the right to
demand that our basic rights be recognized, right? And one of these rights is
the freedom to choose what we can buy
without having to walk for miles (or
blocks, as the case may be). If the University officials refuse to honor that
right, then we owe it to ourselves to
retaliate in a non-violent-yet-embarrassing-and-irritating manner. That is
all; keep the peace, such as it is.
So there you have it. I have put yet
another coin in the overflowing fountain
that is Political Discourse. Without
obnoxious radicals like me, you'd have
no way to tell who is keeping a level
head in matters like this. It really
shouldn't matter what one moron thinks
about any one issue; the important part
is whether the community on the whole
is being served properly And I think we
all know what is right when it comes to
our freedom to choose ... what was it
again?

•Several people have, but it makes
my argument stronger if I claim to he
the only one who thought it up.
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Ohio weather

of the day

Friday, Oct. 29
AccuWeathet* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

quiescent
Function: adjective
Etymology: Latin quiescent-,
quiescens, present participle of
quiescere to become quiel, rest,
from quies
Date: 1605
1 : marked by inactivity or
repose : tranquilly at rest
2 : causing no trouble or
symptoms

<quiescent

gall-

s(ones>
synonym see LATENT
- quiesce.ntly adverb
"All day long, through classes, meetings, and activities, she
dreamed
Sunny PI Cloudy

Cloudy

Shooe'9

T-Moimi

Rax

Flumes

Snow

Ice

of

the

quiescent

evening thai she would enjoy, if

8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick Me Up
What a way to start the day;
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.
3:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis - 4th Annual
Halloween Practice
Keefe Courts.
7:30 p.m.
Hockey vs. Alaska Fairbanks
Falcon icers host Nanooks in
first home league series.
BGSU Ice Arena.
8 - 11:30 p.m.
BG Jaycees Trail of Terror
Admission is $5. For more
information or to volunteer, call
354-BGJC. St John's Nature
Preserve.
8 p.m.
Beetlejuice
UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Ill Also showing at 11 p.m.
Olscamp Hall.

she could just make it there."
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Threesome
Long period
Proribils
Knife thrust
Toledo's lake
Nothing m
Nogaies
been had1
Mooncalf
Actor Mineo
Sexy lady of the
BeatJes
Like elevator
muse
Sticky situation
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CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
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46 Knitted and
47 Fall as ice
49 S«i-slope
transportarion
50 Snakespearean
sprite
51 Gymnast
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6 Copland and
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Admission is free. Dry Dock
has been established to provide
a non-alcoholic social alternative for BGSU students. Harshman Galley.

Comanea
Casual coinages
Rocky outcrop
Top-drawer
Decor you car
throw?
56 Depraved

52
53
54
55

some of the Fox Sports Net
regional affiliates Perry Stadi
um.
8 - 11:30 p.m.
BG Jaycees Trail of Terror

Admission is $5. For more
information or to volunteer, call
354-BGJC. St. John's Nature
Preserve.

8 p.m.
Hold Me!
8 p.m.
Newcomers' Production. Jules . Beetlejuice
Feiffer comedy on trials and tri- UAO film. $2 with University
umphs of big city life. Universi- ID. Ill Also showing at 11 p.m.
ty Theatre Production. For Olscamp Hall.
Tickets, call 419-372-2719. Joe
E Brown Theatre.
8 p.m.
Hold Me!
Newcomers' Production. Jules
Saturday, Oct. 30
Feiffer comedy on trials and triumphs of big city life. Univcrsi
10 a.m.
ty Theatre Production. For
Women's
Soccer
hosts Tickets, call 419-372-2719. Joe
Toledo
E. Brown Theatre.
Today's contest was originally
scheduled
for
Sept.
29. 9p.m. - Midnight
Cochrane Field
Dia de los Muertos Dance
Galley, Harshman Quadrangle.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Little Red Schoolhouse
Sunday, Oct. 31
Guided tours for family weekend. Southeast of Education
2 p.m.
Building.
Hold Me!
Newcomers'
Production. Jules
Noon
Feiffer comedy on trials and triFootball
hosts
Central
umphs of big city life. UniversiMichigan
ty Theatre Production. For
The game will be televised as Tickets, call 419-372-2719. Joe
part of the MAC package on E. Brown Theatre.
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CBS Evening
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CB

ABC World
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NBC

GED: Scenes

Business Rpt
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Wheel of
Fortune X
Entertainment

JeoperoylT

Hollywood
TonjoMK
Squares X
Draw Carey (In Freelerfin
Slereo) X
Siereo) X
Newthour Witn' JlmLehrerl

EBSBE

Newthour With Jim Lehrer X

Edilon

Home
Improvement
Slmpeonelln
Slereo) X

Group
Seinield The Friends (In
Vjlt.n Tops' I Stereo) I
Friend* (In
FnM>>
Slereo) I
Stereo)]

Mad About
You (In Slereo)
Simpsons (In
Siereo) I

Charlie Brown Gerfielo •

Kids Say the
love A Money
Demdest
(In Stereo) X
Se6rlne.tr.
HuoMen(ln
Witch Stereo)!
Freaks and See u -Pior IR) (>
Sle-eo) JT
Stockholder Society I

Boy Meets
Odd Mm Out
World X
(In Stereo) I
Providence -You Cant Hurry
Love" (In Stereo I
Washington
Well Stieet
Week
Week
Washington
Well Street
Stockholder Society !
Week
Ryan CauMeld: Year One Po Harsh Realm 'Ken Ausgang"
Picoty end Other Racial Suns'
(in Slereo) I
Movie: -TneDi»nplw-(l9M.Aaion)lceT. Ero Daniels Martial
artists protect en athlete Itom krjriappors Premie (in Stereo) X

Hash Bridgoe 'Angel ol Mercy'
|R) (In Slereo) I
2CVJ0 I "

NkjhtllneX

Tonight Show
Cold Feet The Strange Loves cl Hews I
(in Siereo)
Mere B
Shaso) Bumstasd1 (In S'ereo] I
Charlie Roes (In Slereo) X
Food tor the Ancestors (In
MRM m
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Food for ate Anioeam (ti
God
(In Slereo) I
Siereo) I
NewsrsdioX Star Trek: Deep Spec, fane
"thsCoeab»lfor"([(In Stereo) X
Free* I
Soorts-Detron PraskwAn
Stereo «
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CAULL S I A I IONS
AMC
COM

ESPN
HBO
HIST
FSO
SCIFI
TLC
TNT
USA
VHI

(4 00) Movie: tee'i The Sand
PeWrier(l966. Adventure)
Saturday Night Live James
Woods. Bon Henley X
Vour New House

Movie: •• -FirerreM'IIBSB Western) James Stewart. Henry
Attack ol the 50-Foot
Fonda. A timid sheriff must lace a gang leader and ha men. X
Dally Show <R)| Wei Ben
IMovkt: •• TAvs. IBS pf MQ»*"(isSfl. Comedy)TKe~
SsskVsMonoy Mror mwiehcatassnvstcheswriswehalevejh wsnoch
6n the k^do "Formula On.
Who's Afraid of. Wolves (R)
lOktcovery
IDiecover
Racwj"
NHL Hockey Chicago Blacahawks II Delroa Red Wngs Joe OSi Sports Arena. (Live) X^

Moves:* "TheSheCnatum
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UN Peacekeeprvj" (R)
(R)
CsvaPaatkaak'Th-tyV^ this i. the MA Tour (A)
MX Sports Mews'
Football Mm
Blue Jackets Beat Columbus
IFoH Sports News
Young
Blue Jacsels news (R)
FWergerstThs Legacy
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Farscapa "Thank God h~s Fnday SMers "Please Press One' (R) Fket Wave Cars are vanishvig
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Again" (R) (In"
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Home Again (Home Again
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iFrjutchJrJranarara^pnsonetbyrrieir^
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IWSTI lljlliaisai
lemale roommate
IUJIIIIHH
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MJ.".".
. •'i-CMtrsPawr
T>Beywstch "The Last Wave" (in JAaHsrmishaklcaptmb
r, Teias Range'"Final
|Movis:»^ "»eo-sPlly"(l9M'rk»ror)CarhenneH«»s An
Slereo) X
jeisane Uar's soul turns a chad's dpi into a murderer (In Slereo) X (1981. Honor) JustnWhsan
rsnaoadsg
X Justicei (in Slereo) I
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by Sugar Ray and Smash Mouti
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WORLD NEWS
Iraq claiming it shot down allied plane
Associated Press Writer
ISTANBUL, Turkey — Responding to Iraqi fire, U.S. warplanes bombed an Iraqi anti-aircraft artillery site in the northern no-fly zone on Thursday, a U.S. military statement said.
U.S. planes dropped precision-guided bombs on the site east of
Mosul, 250 miles north of Baghdad, the Germany-based U.S.
European Command said.
All planes left the area safely, it said.
The Iraqi military claimed it shot down an allied warplane,
according to a statement carried by the official Iraqi News
Agency.
Iraq has previously claimed to have shot down a number of
U.S. and British aircraft over its territory, but has never produced evidence. The statement did not say whether Iraq had
found any debris from the downed plane.
Iraqi forces have challenged the planes since December.

"Smart" vending machines being tested

Eye on

Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA — Soft-drink makers such as Coca-Cola are studying "smart" vending machines that would allow them to raise
prices by remote control when it's hot outside, and cut prices
when business is slow.
Coke acknowledged on Thursday that it is conducting such
tests. But using such technology to raise prices "is something we
don't see happening anytiiiie soon, if ever," Coke spokesman Rob
Buskin said.
"You could probably make a vending machine that could fly,
too," he said, "but I don't think we would do that. Our plans for
the technology aren't about raising the price."
The idea drew a snipe from Coke's main rival, Pepsico.
"We think machines that raise prices in hot weather exploit
consumers," said spokesman Jeff Brown.

Happy Halloween

Bladder cancer test shows promise
Associated Press Writer
LONDON —An experimental urine test to detect bladder cancer shows promise of catching the disease in its early stages and
could be adapted to test for colon, prostate and other cancers, a
new study says.
People often discover they have bladder cancer when they go
to the doctor with blood in their urine.
Despite this ominous sign, doctors typically accurately detect
only about one in 20 cases, even though tumors by then may be
quite large, according to Dr. Gareth Williams, a pathologist at
the Cancer Research Campaign Institute at Cambridge University in England, where the test was developed.
The new test, which detects a protein shed in large amounts
from cancer cells into the urine, could reduce the number of people who are forced to undergo risky biopsies by ruling out those
whose suspicious symptoms are not related to cancer, said
Williams.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Rapid change in global climate possible

Associated Press Photo
Holly Bates, (right), a freshman at Topeka High School, plays
her flute through her Halloween mask as she and the
marching band played for a middle school Halloween
parade.

AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON — An ice age that gripped the Earth for thousands of years ended abruptly when temperatures soared,
according to new findings that suggest the world's climate can
change in just a few decades.
The study prompts fresh concerns that climate change from
global warming could happen suddenly, experts say.
Jeffrey P. Sevcringhaus of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography said that a new method of analyzing gases trapped in
Greenland ice shows that the air temperatures warmed rapidly
at the end of the last ice age about 15,000 years ago.
There was a 16 degree abrupt warming at the end of the last
ice age," said Severinghaus, lead author of a study to be published Friday in the journal Science. "It happened within just a
couple of decades. The old idea was that the temperature would
change over a thousand years. But we found it was much faster."

Get Involved and meet new people!
Join a student organization
THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

J. Smith M.D.
General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166
r%

\

up to a $65,000 limit.
The of fer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Find It In The
BG News!

Welcome the Holiday Season
with us at the 32nd Annual
Olde English Yuletide Dinners.
This unique event will be presented
at 7:00pm Friday, December 10 and
Saturday, December 11
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Bowling Green State University Union.

\

G*

*&,

Tickets: $17.00
BGSU Students/Seniors $12.00

• Dinner

352-7541

University Dining Services, the Student Union,
and Mid Am Bank are pleased to have sponsored
this program for 32 years. Please make reservations by calling University Dining Services
Catering Office at 372-6951 or Mid American
Bank and Trust Company at 419-352-6506 or
419-249-3300 Ex. 6209

Spirits

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy
ALL YOU
CAN BE.
com

t»iM\

J

J\

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Largest Vegetarian Menu In Town!

mAND$W
VWAT'S COOKTNG !N

>
t

Ticket! purchased at BGSU may be paid for by cash. Big Charge,
debit dining select, or by a Visa, Mastercard, or Discover charge.

Tonight & Every Friday:

Bagels from a... kiln?
AN WFORWAl, FLOAT-W FLOAT-OUT,
COWF AS YOU ARE FVFNT
SHOWCASING A&S PROGRAMS
FOR STVDWTS AND FAWUR
TO CflBRATF FAMILY WKFVD
Fine Arts Center
(parking available in the bbrary lot)

lOam-noon
Saturday, October 30
FN JOY A COWPtTMWTARY
CONTfNWTAL BREAKFAST
WAVPCT FPOM CIASSPO0W TO OASSWOM AND STC
WWBITJ PWSWTO BY FACULTY AND STUDENTS:

Art
Biology
Computer Srience
English
Geology
Tdeconimunications

►John & Greg (Formerly of The Rivermen)
Downstairs - 21 & over NO COVER
Live Phish, Dead.Alman Bros., and MORE!
Come shake down Main St.

m
•

Saturday:

?0th Annu
Hallowee

HALLOWEEN PARTY

& MOST ORIGINAL COSTUME
Party starts at 11 p.m.
- Register Early - Judging Soon after Door Prizes all night -T-Shirts, Gift Certificates and|
much much MORE!

UPTOWN

CASH PRIZES FOR BEST

SPORT'S BAR 6i D6LI

^Saturday. October 30.7999

-v;

Sunday:
I

X^=/ot^/]7^n

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
If you survived devils night,
come join us Upstairs
for the only

SUNDAY HALLOWEEN PARTY!
Full Sunday liquor license,
Giveaways all night long!

>^

$?50 7st Best Costume
$700 ?nd Prize • $S0 3rd Prize
PLUS
~/
Prizes for 70 Runnerilps
Judging at
7?:30 A.M.

>
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STUDY
Continued from page one.

ing with medical emergencies
or problems, according to some.
"Considering the number of
people who study abroad,
(emergencies] are not often at
all. Less than one in 100 over
40 years," Helle Gjerlufsen,
field director of Denmark's
International Study Program,
said
Kristen Ekstran, admissions
counselor of the School for
International Training, agreed.
"With 1,400 students a year
in developing countries, there
are very few health concerns
that come up," she said.
Jeffery Snyder, representative of American Institute of
Foreign Study, agreed, explaining that when things happen
abroad, they are more embellished in the United States in
news reports.
"It's not often, but when you
hear about it, it's big," he said.
In
Europe,
Gjerlufsen
explained, medical technology
is very similar to that of the
United States.
"They don't run into much
that they wouldn't here," she
said.
While European countries
may not vary much from the
United States, more precautions are taken for developing
countries,
according
to
Ekstran.
In many places, students are

HALLOWEEN
Continued from page one.

age 10.
"Getting candy was the best
part," said Cody Walls, age 9.
According to Debbie Bockbrader, 12, she enjoyed attending the party because "it is better than just sitting at home."
She and her sister wore match-

required to boil all water they
use to avoid any poisoning, she
said.
"Most deal with intestinal
difficulty, which is a fact of life
in those countries," Ekstran
said. "The food is different."
Another concern in developing countries is tropical diseases and poisonous snake or
spider bites, which present
another new threat to students
studying abroad.
Ekstran remembered a case
from last summer when a student got Dengay fever, a mosquito born illness. The student
was medically evacuated back
to the United States for treatment.
According to Raymont, ISIC
insurance covers this expense,
which can cost anywhere from
$10, 000 to $12,000 for average
cases.
Ekstran remembered another medical evacuation case
when a student in Brazil had
an appendicitis. The medical
evacuation team had the student back to the United States
quick enough to perform a successful surgery with a medical
staff.
Although there are medical
problems abroad, an appendicitis is a medical condition that
will happen regardless of a person's location, as Ekstran pointed out.
"There is a perception that
ing mouse costumes. "The best
part is the costume contest,"
Bockbrader said.
The students who walked
through the halls of the nursing home, receiving candy
passed out by the residents,
were able to put smiles on the
faces of the residents.
"I am enjoying this very well,
it is right up my ally," said Rus-

some of the countries are really
unsafe, a lot of risks", she said.
"If you know the risks that
shouldn't stop you from foing to
study abroad. For the most
part, they are avoidable."
Not only do students need to
pay attention to safety measures for health reasons, but
Gjerlufsen recommends they
pay attention to other safety
issues.
"They have to be street

smart when they travel," she
said. "Still have to have your
wits about you when you go out
there. Just because it looks
prettier doesn't mean it's safer."
Snyder agreed.
"Use common sense," he
said, explaining that students
should remember they are no
longer in their country or culture. "Students must change
themselves to fit into their culture."

ITHE RENOMTION
COMING!

Rail Travel Safety Tips
-1 Keep your rail pass with your other valuables in a
minify belt around your waist or which hangs from
your neck under your clothes.
_J Do not leave your rail pass in your bag
while sleeping in overnight trains.

The Union goes offline January 2000.
Plan your events as early as possible.

J Lock the door of your train car before you go to
sleep at night

Zel Theatre

J Always check your teat and luggage rack for any
valuables left behind before exiting the train.

127 N. Main, B.G. * 353-1361

-I Be suspicious of strangers larking by your belongings:
never leave your suitcases unattended.

ERiCAN
BEAUTY
E
Fri 6:00 8:15

J Photocopy your rail pass and keep with copies of
other valuable papers.

Sat 1-JO 3:45 6:00 8:15
Sun 2:00 4:30 7:00 9 JO

Taktii lr«m tfcr Sludml Tratth Mira/inr

sell Haar, resident of the home.
Norman DeWitt, also a resident of the nursing home
agreed.
"I am very happy seeing the
little kids," he said.
"It's been a lot of fun," said
Glenna Crawford, a nursing
home resident.
University students, nursing
home residents and children

Peanut Butter Drive

were all able to gain a great
deal from this Halloween party.
"It's good for everyone to give
some of their time to help a little," Walker said. "We get so
caught up with college that we
sometimes don't have time to
appreciate the holidays."
"It makes me feel good making others happy," Dolejs said.

Celebrating 4 Years of Rocky!!
Double Feature
I^TisriL Vcjueen
o

Fri&Sat
10:30 pm

R

<ri&Sat
12 Mid

$1 Off Admission With Ad
(Priscilla & Rocky movies only)

Dear Students,
You are important residents of our community.
As Bowling Green's mayor I promise to respond
to your concerns, to provide you with good service and to assure you fair and equal treatment.

My family has been part of BGSU for 36 years • My three children, their spouses and I have BGSU degrees.
• My husband was a faculty member and administrator.
• I was Director of Conferences and Training Programs in Continuing
Education, International & Summer Programs.

SEEKING HOMER

I have served the city • 20 years on City Council, 9 years as President of Council
• 18 years as Chair of the Council Finance Committee
• Participated on every major Council Committee
I have been active in our community
• Black Swamp Arts Festival volunteer
• League of Women Voters, president
• Convention & Visitors Bureau
• Heritage 2000 Downtown Renovation Project

Vote Joyce KEPKE for Mayor on November 2!
Psid foe hy ihe Ktpkc lor Mayor Commiltcc: William J. Fischer. Chsir 304 S. Church St.. Bowling Green, OH 4.1402

Tues. 11/2/99
Union Ballroom
FREE
8:89 p.m.
I

*
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NOW

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

'Tango' cute film 'Coolboarders 4' no fun
By DUSTIN WHITE
The BG News
"Three to Tango" has three of
today's hottest TV stars all in
one movie. Neve Campbell of
"Party of Five," Matthew Perry
of "Friends," and Dylan McDermott of "The Practice," star in
this romantic comedy that has
a hint of drama occasionally
thrown into it.
Oscar Novak (Perry) is a
young architect on his way up.
He and his partner, Peter
Steinberg, played by Oliver
Platt, have just landed the
chance of a lifetime; Chicago
tycoon Charles Newman chose
them to compete for the design
of a multi-million dollar cultural center. To make matters
even more difficult, Newman
put Oscar and Peter in competition with their archrivals and
former colleagues Decker and
Strauss.
Newman
is
quickly
impressed with Oscar's sincere
dedication to winning the job
and decides that Oscar would
be the perfect man to spy on his
mistress Amy (Campbell). Amy
is treated like an investment to
Charles, something that must
be jealously guarded.
As could easily be predicted,
Oscar ill-- lops a liking for
Amy, a beautiful and determined artist, who begins to
have feelings for Oscar too.
Oscar just may have found the
woman of his dreams!
The dream is short-lived
when Oscar discovers that he
had only the job of spying on
Amy because Charles mistakenly thinks Oscar is gay. Amy
also believes him to be gay, and
it is not long till Oscar's friends,
family, and basically everyone
in Chicago think that he is gay.
A crash course series of

Photo Provided
Actors of 'Three to Tango,' a cute romantic comedy
events follow, leading to Oscar what could have been a fun and
becoming the most famous gay exciting ending. When Amy and
man in Chicago, and he is left Oscar almost kiss, then have
second thoughts that stop the
to continue the masquerade.
Perhaps the most refreshing obligatory first kiss, the flick
character and aspect of the takes its downturn into an
movie is Oliver Platt, who does abyss of triviality. If the characan excellent job in his support- ters had kissed then, the ending role as gay man Peter ing could have taken many difSteinberg, Oscar's business ferent paths that would have
partner. In one scene, Peter made it much more memorable.
I would recommend this
shows no mercy as Oscar puts
his foot in his mouth continual- movie to anyone that has a love
ly by unintentionally insulting of cute, romantic comedies.
The attractive, talented stars
him and his gay lifestyle.
The film overall is very pre- do their best to liven-up the fordictable. It has a plot that fol- mualic plot. This feel-good
lows a specific course and movie sticks with what will
rarely deviates to something please the viewer of the theater.
new and different. This is not to
say that the movie is not
charming.
The chi./acters
played by Perry and Campbell
are very endearing and wellacted.
The humor in "Three to
Tango" avoids being trite by
coming out of left field with
much of the comedic action—
an enhanced modification of
1930's-style slapstick. The first
encounter between Amy and
Oscar proves to be full of
laughs.
Unfortunately, the last 15
minutes of the movie pillage

By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News
It seems that "Coolboarders"
is the game franshise no one
asked for.
The first "Coolboarders" sold
well because it was the only
snowboarding game for the
Playstation. The sequel, "Coolboarders 2," sold well because it
was one of two snowboarding
games for the Playstation, the
other being the first "Coolboarders."
Then "Coolboarders 3" was
released and for some ungodly
reason, it also sold well. Not
only were there other, very
good, snowboarding games out
for the Playstation by now, but
this game was actually worse
than the first two "Coolboarder" games. That's quite an
accomplishment, considering
just how bad they were.
Now, for whatever reason,
989 studios has decided to continue the series with "Coolboarders 4," which continues
the tradition set by the previous three games of the series by
having really pretty graphics
and really ugly everything else.
The graphics are really
great, so at least you'll have
something nice to look at while
you throw your controller on
the ground in disgust. The animation is better than ever
l» .'(ire. making the characters
look even better than before.
More detail was also added to
the actual courses, with realistic powder effects and longer
more detailed slopes.
More variety was also added
to the game. New events
include the Trickmaster map,
in which you have a set amount
of track to pull off every trick in
the game, and a much
improved half-pipe that is
much easier to pull of tricks, on.
Also added to the game is the

A

'create-a-player' feature, much
in the vein of the WCW and
WWF games, except that it
sucks. You can change your
boarder's height, weight, and
choose from a very small number of predetirmened outfits.
For some reason, the choices
you make serve no relevance to
the performance of your boarder whatsoever. A 300-pound, 8 foot boarder has the same skill
as a skinny midget. Aside from
the fact that I made a boarder
that bears a striking resemblance to Fat Albert, this feature is pointless.
Despite all the changes, the
worst aspect of all three previous games in the series, unfortunatly, has not been changed.
The control is just horrible,
making the game nearly impossible to play at some times. The
moves can be next to imposslie
to pull off, because the game
never recognizes the fact that
you are doing them. I tried
many times to pull off a very
simple 360 spin, all I had to do
was hold one button and nothing else. My boarder didn't spin
in mid-air and pull off an
impressive landing with much
applause, as he should of,
instead he just leaped about

two feet and fell on his
ass.What's even worse is that
when you pull off a trick,
it doesn't always give vou the
points for it. On the Trickmaster track, I did the prevoiously
mentioned spin
move over
three times, but the game
penalized me for not doing
them. It got incredibly annoying, and within a half hour I
was throwing my controller on
the floor and yelling at the
screen.
"Coolboarders 4" may have
great graphics, pretty good
music, real-life boards and reallife boarders riding them, but
that doesn't change the fact
that is not fun to play at all. It
offers nothing new to the snowboarding genre, and when it's
not boring it's just plain frustrating.

PHOTO PROVIDED

national job matching

web site is great.

If you're

looking
for a job
in Dubuque.
College Degree

Law Degree

It's a jungle out there.
You need every advantage you can get to leap to the top of your profession.
You need a Law Degree.
Another edge: Capital University Law School. Capital offers flexible full-time and
part-time day or evening programs, distinguished faculty, innovative initiatives and
excellent placement. And, we're in the heart of Columbus' legal, judicial and
governmental community. We've also produced many of the most respected legal
and business professionals in the Midwest.

TTNIVERSITV
LAW SCHOOL

Preparing Tomorrow's Leaders

h

Ohio

WORKS 8
www.ohioworks.com

You can be one of the pride.

CAPITAL

r

Call 1-614-236-6310
E-mail: admissions@law.capital.edu
Or, visit us on the web at www.law.capital.edu

Register for the LSAT
Deadline: November 5, 1999

Ohio's number one web site for job seekers and employers

I
TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY OCTOBER 30,1999
12:00 I 12:30
1:00
1:30
BROADCAST

CD

©

I 2:30 T 3:00 I

ColleQ* FootbaH West Virginia al Miami <\j*i) 1
Mickey
Mouse Work ■

©

2:(MI

I 4:00

4:30

I 5:00 I 5:30

Cortege Football Gew;d a: Florida (Uvsj 1

IBuos ftunny 4 IPGA GoH Tour Champ>onsiito
Tweety K

DM Comrmm.

City Guys in
Stereo) (El) B.

NBA Inside
Stuff {El|

BurtWoll
Travels
Michigan Outot-Doors
NFL Under the
Helmet 3

Movie *\ Ptehyste'*'3 '"395) D-oosams
save a -i.n.a,ute 90W course Iron) efl.nct.or

T.

. ];.. J ,. piQrn H' -.' .'■

:.'.■

I

Cofteoe football Penn State at Kmon or Michigan at Indiana (Live)

C Media

Lighter Side oTTCoilege FootbaH Navy at Notre Dame From South Ber>d Ind (In Stereo Uve) X
Sports

Victory Garden houter
Workshop :g

ThUOId
Housed

New Yankee
Workshop \

Northern
Experience

NewYankM
Workihop .(.

Hometime: Log Chats of
[Julia *
H(/re
Cucma Amoft Jacques

This Old
HOUM fR) E

Monsier Mash Three aong ghouls aitempi to frighten a human
larmry trat proves OVtiicuB to scare

CABLE

3:30

STATIONS

Homeiime.
B^ck House

fSmarTcan
Woooahop

IVeoetarn Table Cutmary
Travels rr

Wrtd
1 Ban

Nature Angelica The End of
fit Earth' Kataba.it I

B

Jcyof f-Jinling ■EE
Paint-rig

Perennial
Gardener (T

Monaltr liaaft Tnrea aga^ gnouh anempt :o tngMen a human
(army that proves dificuii lo scare

VIP "Valma*
Slereo)

Hercules: The Legendary
Journeys Da'-'iess V'St>e

Movie: **i Prehystena'?n<fi&)hnosaur*
save a mmialur* go" course liom emmctron.

BattlrTDomt

Justin Wilson

Living Single
llnSiereojS

ouise'fln

Victory Gar dan
(Rj X

Home
rovement

STATIONS
Movie: ■• G.''-.'jr !fieTniee-Hc#to*jKtor>W 'GootMl vs
1965. Science Fect-on) Yosuke Natsimi
MonsWZero

AMC

Attack of the 50-Foot
Monstermania R,

Movie: t *' 1 "Goa/fa" (1956) An alomic bomb
awakens a monster of the coast ol Japan

COM

n 100) Movie: «\
r'a"sy'vfln'afe-5000"(1985)

Saturday Night Live Chns
I Mo vie: .. £\ta Vswsi c/fr>C»V(l96B.Cornody)
Fa/lay Mighy Mighty BcbStcmes 'lonw-movie hostess matches Ms with a lough wartock

Saturday Night Uve"RaHowaao IMovie: *» *flepojsesseo*
(1900 Comedy) Lnda B*air

DISC

Discovery
News(R)

Joined at Birth The
phenomenon ol conjoined 1* ns

Natures Wrath II [H]

Niagara Falls: Raging Rapids

College Gameday

Auto Racing NASCAR C-atisman Truck Senas •• NAPA Auto
Pats 200 Fontane. C*M (Live)

ESPN

1 Discover
l**9*rine(R)

fnKi

Thr«Ca.i
From Miami

Would You Believe It Gr>cys
Alters and Emperors" |R)

Movie: •'* Hope fl«tfs"(199e. Romania, Sandra Bjltock A
newiy divorced s r*$ *> -'■■jn»i' ■■& ■■■■:- in r-*> rpi"elo*n 'PG 13

Hidden History of Chicago Actor John Mahoney explores the
histcy of Chicago (R)
FSO

Movie.. a&Kvs mer>hn5'-(i964)Moth(a
OHenrJi her ottsprmg Irpm the rampaging Godzilla

College Football Purdue at Minnesota (Live)
Reverb Tioeian. Freedom
Concert IR) (In Stereo,

SCIFI

?_

[Home
Improvement

torn Ktflers: Leopold & Loeb
■ H)X

[Making of
Hope Floats S

Farecape "Thart God It's Frrfay IShders "Please Press Or*
Agan" 'R) (In Stereo) T
(In Stereo) X

TNT

Movie: *•'» Porson/vy' M992. iuspense) D'ew Barrymore Sara Movie: #'li "Pc-son fvyll liy"('996) An old *ary]il*vi#: *'» 'AjweYj>iWeAmc''(i987 .Honor) Victoria Tennant
Gabert. A leen-ag* temptress dttfupts a wealthy household.
jdrans an art student aito a world ol dewe
[Four children are held prisoner by the* grandmother

USA

Walker, Texas Hangar "E'
the Night' (In Stereo) X

Movie: »«'( "fvoJufion,sC/irW"ft999 Drama) Ken Om A won-an
delivers a child s>ryd by prehistoric sperm (In Stereo; I

■:*» ■^fSemaft^Yieo'1) 1992."HoVroc)CdwaraFurtong A
toy iinds a; byuji groi.-d 'ecJted to t>rr>g back the dead K

Movie: ee'i "OiHtiPiaf
(1988, Horror) Calhenne Hicks

VM1

Legends The Pretenders" i"R)
(In Stereo)

Legends "Qjeen' (R) (in
Stereo)

Legends E'cClacJonEr*:
Ctapions 30-year career (R)

"John Lermon" John
Lennon's Je and music (R)

Cash
Eiplotion

College Football Penn Stale"*!
Manors or Mtchigan at Indiana.

TiTT

NBCNii

DrewCareTpjb I

World Sari**: Game 6 - New York Yankees 3 Atlanta Brav*s.Vnecessary ("in Stereo Lrve) X "

Lawrence We* Show
'Halloween Party"

Going Places "South Africa" (R) Antiques ftoadsnow (in St€>*
(In Siereo) X

Keeping Up Appearances

Seinfeld "The
Letter X

Cops
TnianapOa*"

X-Ffle* The End" 0" Stereo) X Mad TV "Haaoween" The
Vancome Lady hates Halloween

Travels In
Europe

[Friends P-oi
(In Stereo) X

Star Trek: Voyager "Dark Frontier' Janeway"tries to infiltrate a
Beg cube to steal lecMokyjy that will gel Voyager home (R) X

Cops Araona^ Amerka's Meet Wanted
!<n Siereo) (PA 1 America Ftghn Back X

MHLH«eli*Y:De!ro«RedVV-igsaiSi Louis Blues Kiel Cent*' (Irvel

COM

Skin D.*cp P

Stofm WanUnal "In Horm'a
Way- (B|

NASCAR Shop ISportsCfnttf
TUfc Trudis

CoMMt FoolM: FKxdt Stale alV"gin^ {Lfve)3t

TLC

PS] Movla: *•■ let JUrsmMK"(1*98. Drama)LiwnNa«Kn
A Ftencn lugrtrve is pufsued Dy an oM*ss«d pohce otlicer 'PQ-l?
BNS

Austin City Limits tuddv Guy
Storyviae' ^Rj (in Siereo)
itppl:RWo.Song(R)
»f(p-In Stereo]
(Pan 3 of 4) x

Star Trek: The Nan Generation
PenPais (In Stereot X

[NtwsX

STATIONS

Han Show (R| IWhiSon
IMovie: ..'. 'So'Uarr>ManAreMuro»vei'(l993.CanccV) Mke
Stetna Money Mveis A commitment wary poet tears his new wile is a MSer

SCIFI

Saturdav Night
Live 1" Prt.-'ffO.

Tra/els m
Europe

Xena: Warrior Princess m
Scfcnatt and *i HeT fin Siereo)

[Going Ptaoea "South Alnca" (Rl INew Red"
(In Stereo) X
Green

Movltr.t "Godrftivs ffw SeaMcn«e'"(i9e6.
Science F«tion) Ak*a Takarada. Torn Waianabe

FbO

NewReo
Green

"A A/tftfrnare
onEriSfreei

KWwaX

Ballyklssanget "As Siars Look
Down (in Stereo)

'■ UU) Movl«: «t
"flepo$ses$e<r 11990, Comedy)

HBO

iBSani
Sterec)X

NewsX

Lawrence Walk Show
'HaaOween Parry"

ISMlMovta:*'. "GootM
aajnaif Zayo"(i966)3C

HIST

Profller-Kght
Dreams'

Walker, Texas Ranger 'the
Lynn Sisters (In Slirre
"
Movie: t. . 'A Time 10 RaT1 M996. Drama) (PA) Sandra BuaooX Samuel L Jackson. Matthew
McConaighey A lawyer's defense of a black man arouw-s i-w KLan's i'e ItnSlereoiX

AMC

ESPN

■ ,
Wtiife Femafe

MO^TT-

Austin City Llm'rtCay Wa'ker
and Trace Adkms m concert. (R)

CABLE

DISC

| Legend* "The Ooofs'(R) (I
Stereo)

Bullet Catcher* (RT

"7TM

- 30) College Football Georgia Mew* X
at Florida. (Lrve) X

NewsX

Legend* "David Bowie" (P(fln
Stereo)

behind the ladge Police from around the world share the* slews

[ffj

TLC

©
©
©
©
©
©
©

jPamtedBablMfP)

iDart Bklea Idovmg Target*' (
Siereo) X

Home Again
■Ft)

SATURDAY
1 <i:0O I 6:30

Mooete Uncovered Riches 10
Riches (R)

mgiN
sew-rehjadmg pistol's r.intory.
1
IH,

Sworn to Secrecy "Chemical
Weapons" (R)

CoHege Football East Carolina at Houston (live)

11:00)Movla: at* "The Venus IMovie: ** Thg McnsierSQutd"<WJ Comedy) Andre Gower.
*'* M969. Science Ficipn)
RobbyKiger Adolescent monsler-hu''iL"^ prepare for an Evasion
Ham* Again
(R)

lovi* ee "Pwkjt Vag*.-"! 1998! 153 355
IMovt*: "tes
^ottrer. wuchcratt -po-..r |Wsc/a.
MIMMN
I
ace obstacles because

[History Undercover Ur.-t 731
Nightmare iMancnunj (R)

College Football ten:rai Mich-jan at Bowling Green Stale (Live)

Animal Mummlea: Creature* of
the Gods P

Shlpa Pirale Snips (R|

(3 30 ...
un w M

Football East
'Slon (Live)

Emargancy Room (R) I

Movta: Terror ol MKftagocMl" (1975) Oodriai
comes 10 the tascua wtteri MachaoqrJnlla rrluon

BSB ol the So-Fool
Moneterrnanta

SOUAM
Haltowoen-I

Wild Discovery 'Can and Dogs ISonoa ol Diiaattr ini
The Wild Side- [R)

New DtledivM True Crime"

CoKee* uWWp

Spodeccmer E

Hlslory's Lost i Found X

IWrath ol God: Disasters in
America Tsunami Kvter Wave"

(«)

Century: America's Time Best ICentury America's Time A loo*
Years 19461952" (R>
backontre 1950s (R)
FOISpods
News

I Secret World ol Ballroom
Dannr.g

Wild Wedomfs Footage and
tsolwedovn
v^g day mishaps

Worid"! Meet Outrageotri
WedOvjs

^SaSlllovkliee'i S«ioii'WMeFemale'(t992)BridoelFon(W A Movie: tea "C»f*,,(l9'». Horror) Sissy 9pacek. John TravoW. fjier Laurie A
woman develops a deadly hiation on her lemate roommate
lean wah unusualpffwaraaaw>4trav»nflj
annwceiaajtiiata.
ivenueor

USA

isWMovST^V^vifs
[Movie: e'r Chaff's Play 3" (1991. Horror) Justin Whalm Anewry
eiuvenate: Ch-cky tracks down his lormer owner (In Stereo)
Play ('988) Catherne Hcks X

VH1

Pop-Up\ideo iListiH
|ln Stereo)
[Stereo)

GO Men ol the Year Awards From Radio Cay Music Has.
• : " 'A KAen ol the Year IR) (In Stereo)

FOX Sports Newt

MovVa: ••', riles Fro-r trie Ciypf PnjsenK Oevnon KmipW
(199S) Flesh-eating ghouls descertq upon a desert boatdrtghoose.

INI

SUNDAY

Man Show |R) I'Tales From tne
I
Crypl flordefc-

JoaoceTRTstal

CoMeoe Football Nebraska at Kansas (Live

Greatest Supermodels R)

Sm«« Money

Movie: ••'; God/ilia vs KV>g
Ghidorarl"(t991

IMovia: i(t VSMSI/jmrfs"(l»8. BoortpN) Bifty tru»jp Track Movkt: ee-frn»D»nflelo»r"(l!*7. Drama) Steven Seagal An
EPA agent wages a one-man war aqa^st polluters TV 31
sla< Sieve Ptelonlaaie strives lor etcellenca fin Sereo) ?G-13"

Flral Wave Cars are vanishing
Movie •# . "CarroVman Fd'ewe*u rfie FVsh"[WX,) TonyToSd" Curse of the Blalr HRK iFTi JR
near mite marker 2t2 lln Stereo) T'. »v^;.-'u ^'.v^: ir-irfc .1 r,,.* Q'. ,ii-, '.iri'ily tor dealt: I
5 00) Bullet Catchers |R)

mm—

|Secret World ol Sallroem
DencWg |R

IMovie: •• T^iiifi rtry ?' (1990, Horror) The
devilisn ooll returns toclaim a hoy's body and soul

IMoett:
lloetri• • 11 Aotfams fa*^ Valves'[1993. Comedy) Anjebca
Hu*ton A greedyy nanny pk
plots to maTy arid mwOw Ur\J- F.- •-'

ff

Movie: t«. Ujtowttr.- "i?b
Horror) Jamie Lee Curtis. X

Movie: «t* "Tn* *«*y ICfVffSui S.V;w^WR UuS"-dl| Tim Where Are
They No.?
Curry Stnyrped newlyweds tall prey toe tlamtxyant soennsi

[Pep-Op Video
(R) (m Stereo[

OCTOBER 31,1999

MtxcMMtmmmmmmmmmxwmmKwmmiiinmwKtkm

BROADCAST

CD

STATIONS
NFL Poatgame To Be
Sereo) X
lArto*unoed

Coach Gary
Blackney

Figure Skating Skat* America Fron- Coloiado Springs, Colo. £

anal Round From Homton (Lrve) I

DMCommun

Paid Program

Pav^Aogram

Firing Line:
Philanthropy

Editors

Let the Women Vote

Woodwrlght's
ShopX_

American
Woodshop_

This Old
House X

Foi NFL Sunday (In Stereo) X

(Socket Chef

CABLE

JPCJ-ffSolf TOVM C**mponsn« -■

ran m

[Lean for LK*

JTo ■* Announced

Schemitrun-N*ii»e
WurvNefl* American
Song and Pence

Home Cooking treaklng
B-rad

NFL Football: St Louis Rams al Tennessee T»t.

Movie: •• 'Am.'fvv.'n't'. The fm E cjpes"(i989. Horror) Patty
Duke A priest is fed to a home threatened by supernatural forces

'Chrirfm
Coo*)1

G**v»y Game* Prov-Jence. PI (m Stereo j X

IMertHto
Martst X
America Sewe
"Cool Toots II"

McLaughlm
One on One

[Journal

^TSBE"

Apairt mnienit Living'
No'it What You Expected'
St. Thomas More - Newman Housing
Single Rooms - $1500 per semester
Share Room with Roommate - S850 per semester

STATONS
[Movie «'i 'Xonpa"(l961)Carnrvoro,isplant
|serum turns a chimp inlo an ape-monsler

M .» ■■
Sc««iceF.Jic«r)r>iug'AXlui«.lorinMc£nery

Movie:.e'. "B6 Crawly Eye' (1S56) Aaens
descend on the mhaMants ti a Swiss ski resort

COM
DISC

Storm Warning! Survivors'
slones (R)

On the Inside Hollywood
Haunts" (R)

lOn the Inside "Formula One
IRacng" fR)

"nSefjaevof
Ossravy" 11969)

'SelUarmatnAmUurderer"
■We
1993. Comedy) Mete Myers. NarvcyTnavis.

On th* hujMt' A-mv Detechvos" I0n the Inside "High Geas Cops" IVMent Planet Scorch.- i
(R)
(R)
Earm" (R)

!' X NFL Countdown

PGA Ooll Tc-jt Chamoionshio - Final Round From Houston
(Live)

AutolUcIng CART FedEiChampionshp Series --Marlboro MO Fontana. CaJ-t (Lwe!

II IS: Movie: e.'.The Heist
i. Drama) Petce Brosnan

Movie: ee "TTires W.shes"(l995 BranH Palrck Swawe. A
myslerous vagrant ir.spi-es a i9S*j L tiler Leaguer 'PG' X

Movie a** -Grtmk)s'^m< Fantasy) Zach GaAgan A lovable
Wtle creature_*!»*"* "urtdreds ol evil beinga ;in Siereo) 'PQ' IT

Greatest
Scams

Incredible LHe and Times ol Robert Ripkty
Believe It or Notl (R)

Eiorcising the Deri (R) X "

Auto Racing FIA Formula One •■ Japanese Grand Prix Su?uka, Japan (R)

TLC

| Stereo) JT:

IMovie: »t'; Wes draven's Mew Mghtmiim'l}tl04. Horror). WTo* Movie: •#'! "wXSJKi (1990. Suspense) Ten Marheson A
Hughes Freddy Krueger lencftfei th* fitmmaners who cea'ed fww man seeks revenge atot suryw-nrj his wrie's murder plot I

i: *t 'T?epossesse(r(l99TJ, ComedV) Lesda
TelkV
Movie: ••'» Ghos.'ousre'S II "(1989. Comedy) Bid Murray. Dan Aykroyd. Sioourney
lormer possess^n
Weaver A long dead Carpathian warlock a'tempis to return to Earth
Nielsenn A retired eiorcrst
eiorost battles the devil lor a ion

SCIFI

INova 'Top Gun Over Moscow*
((in Stereo) X

NFL FootbaR Oaaas Cowboys M Indonapohs Cols. RCA Dome
'In Stereo Uve) B

Adelpru COeseum. {In Siereo Uv«) X

(11 30) Movie: •» Gamers"
(I96S) Brian Donlevy

HBO

(McLaughlin
Group

Lawrence Wetk Shew
Haloween Party"

Sewmg^ancy

AMC

ESPN

Fanwly Ties E

NFL Football Cleveland Browns ai New Orleans Sams Louisiana Superdome- (live) X

Coach Gary
Pinhel

NFL Today X

V-Mai'i*.)

IMovte: eee-*"T»ar»c"il997)

MessengerJoanotXrc

tv1iEye(R)X
HlaWa^ffwfVcutAdol
Hit lei's Dt*e*ra)oft tm tit IMNI

lMtcficreft|R)«

Women's College VoneybaiT
Northweslem al Perm Slate

Tennis WTA EA MaV Open - F/iel Ltv, Austn*

Tale* From the [Tale* From th* I Tale* From the I Tale* From the ITale* Frtaii n*t Tale* From ft* Tata* From the ITale* From the ITale* From th* ITale* From thT Tasae From the ITalea From th.
CryPtB
Crypt I
CryplX
Cry**X
CryptX
CryptX
Crypt I
Crypt X
Crypt X
Crypl X
Crypt X
Crypt X
Untamed Earth: Ferocious
Home Sawy
Home Savvy
Hometime
Homelifie
Home Again
Home Again
Eitreme Machine* 'Supefcari' theelwig Gravity R
Floods IP
'H|
"Patio Doors
"Kitchens" iR)
Kitcnens" (R)
B)
(R)
IR)

TNT

In the Heal of the Night "Home
is Where the Hean Is'tU

USA

IIOOIMovle: -Vcino-IM*™
Jcnes-Demons ol Deception"

In theHe«oftheN*ght'Frfsi
Deadly Sm" (In Stereo) B

Movie: *•'* T « Wra#i"(i9«. Fantasy) Chami Sheen, Mc?
Cassavete* A gang leader is cMBenged lo an oneartiry drieg race

VH1

Movie: **• 'The Rocky How Prow* SncV (197b. Mus<al) Tim 1GQ
3 Hen
Men of *•
** Y*e/
Year Aeraros
Awarda From
Fr
Radio Cev *Jk3c
Curry. Stranded newlyweds lai prey lo a naniboyant sctentist
::t.-».-t'raiing the G(J Men o^ ~- vear [R) (m Stereo)

iMevte: •' r "tne Fear" (1995. Horror) Eddie Bowi. Leland
Haywlrd. Friends' oeepest lears take on a lerritymg realey
Haywi

Includes:
^^"^
• All Utilities
WW
• Cable TV
yZU-J
• Parking spot close to campus
• Friendly, safe, quiet environment
• On site laundry facility

6ffl

CALL AFTER 6 I'M FOR DETAILS ON HASSLE FREE LIVING

353-9164
ANDV AND SARAH STRAND

Space stHI. av.rniil.able for Spring; 2ooo!

J
JMovIe: ee. "HaebMen' (1978. ilonorl Jamie Lee Curtis An
[Movta: ee tsetanen rT
lt"(Hei,Morro.l
(Hei. Horror) Jame Lee Curtis Mess
escaped maniac embarks on a holiday
yjampjeeolreveftoeJB^
rampage ol revenge X
murderer Michael Myers' reign d'terror conl^ues (In Siereo)

m

IMovte: n'r "**»™r!i"£"
"aaies (1993) Areekca Husti
I A British
Movie: .. "Greaser(I9K.M<
e'ehange student 'alia lor a lemale gang leader (In Stereo)

SUNDAY

■ ffHalBl IK'l'Mal [i^IialM I ROBal l mm

(.:00
NewaT

CD
CD SSJrrie..-r

CBS Evening

60 Minutes tin Siereo) I

AUWori.
News Sunday

Movie: ••• "Ca«v/r"(t995. Fantasy) Christna Hco Alrlanrjy
ghoal and a lonely
ilv toon
loon Farm
lorm a specetl
specail bond. .(In SlenK)g
Stereo) a

ZIT'

Matlnej
Sleieol .If

- ax

Wishbone X

JsneGoodetl I eaeonlor
Hope (In Siereo) X

Wishbonel

I Nature
Kciu.c "Amarcrica
~.i«i.i'« The
me End ol
the Earlh" Tceberg" X

[Meeliralni Theane "Loetloi Words" Ason
refneeis devoled to his aiengmother pn Stereo)

Nature Antarctica The End ol
the Earlh" "Iceberg" X

Upraise. Tftafc. -loal far Words' A son
rerrta^s devoted lo hrs aeing mother fin Siereo)

,4 CO) NFL FootbaH Dallas
Cowboys al airjanapolis Cotj.

World's
Funnieetl X

Home
anprovinenl

Slat Trek: Voyager -Dark Frontier' Janeway tries t
c^oijeB steal tecriwlog^shal will r^Vrj,ai>» home. (R) I

CABLE

Snoops ■Separation Anilery" (In IPncflce "Oo LMIo One's
Siereo)
Stereo)!:
g
(mStere<
tin Siereo) JC

(R)

.swr

Newel
otGeld

Announced

Tony Brown's
Journal

TnorrS"
Improvement

ER (In Siereo)
X
«oge.Ebertl
the\tovvu ».

Movie A >.iis^(l9W.r>ama)(>taFleese.Ae»ndwomen
torms a Inerxhtfwj wen a dyslexc ooy Premeyra (In Stereot Jt

IWerM Series Game 7 - New York Yankees al Atlanta Braves II necessary (In Stereo Live) X

Lawrence Walk Show
Halloween Party1"
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Setter Greig stars for Falcons
Heather Greig's enthusiasm has helped BG's volleyball team to a so/id season
the ease Greig has in setting a
volleyball has made her one of
the premiere setters in the MidLooking into the eyes of American Conference. But
Heather Greig while Heather credits her strengths
she is competing on the to God.
"I get my strength from
court, it is hard to tell if the 5foot 6-inch senior setter is a God," Greig said. "I just want to
Bowling Green volleyball play- perform to my ultimate level. I
er helping her team to another just want to use my talents to
win or a fierce warrior leading the best of my ability so I can
give that back."
her troops into battle.
Greig is passionate about her
"I just try to give it every- team's performance. After Eastthing I have," Greig said. "I
ern Michigan
think about really inspirational
snapped BG's
people like William Wallace,
eight
game
Rocky, or Rudy. People that
win
streak,
have done something great in
Greig stood on
the past have given everything
the court with
they have. That's what I want
her
head
to be remembered for."
down, staring
Intensity is nothing Heather
at the Anderlacks. Greig was named co-capson
Arena
tain of the team her junior year Heather Greig
floor in disapwhen she took over the role of
pointment.
setter from former Falcon and
"Heather has very good leadnow assistant coach Wendy ership skills," Van De Walle
(Watkins) Teaman. She already said. "One of the best qualities
ranks fifth in school history about Heather is that she cares
behind Teaman in career assist. very deeply about leading this
"She is one of the most team to the top."
intense players I've coached,"
The senior setter has been
BG coach Denise Van De Walle playing volleyball since fifth
said. "She loves to compete and grade. She says by her eighth
she loves volleyball. It shows grade year with the help of a
every single day. She's not just great coach, she wanted to play
a gamer, sh- comes into prac- volleyball solely. Greig had a
tice the satr..- way everyday."
love for volleyball over all the
Greig is all about giving her other sports she played. She
whole heart to volleyball. Day transferred her junior year to a
in and day out she comes into high school with a bigger proAnderson Arena and uses all gram because she wanted to be
her energy on the court. Team- noticed
more by college
mates talk of Greig diving after recruits.
balls way out of the reach of the
If college recruits didn't sec
West Bloomfield, Michigan her perform, they definitely
native. This hustle added with heard about her performances.
By NICK HURM
The BG News

By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The Falcon men's and
wqmen's cross country team
will head to Kent State University on Friday for the MidAmerican Conference Championship meet.
The women's team is looking
to defend its MAC crown without long-time coach Steve Price.
BG has had to adjust to a new
coach and fight off injury. But
despite the setbacks they have
shown they are still in contention with a third place finish
.il the Pre-NCAA meet two
weekends ago in Indiana.
Five seniors will be running
their final MAC race for the
Orange and Brown this weekend. Jessica LaFene, Angie
Michael, Liberty Mitchell,
Nikki Monroe and Carrie
Rezentes will be saying goodbye to the team after this season. But the future looks bright
thanks to a strong freshman
class.
Women's coach Cami Wells is
beaded into her first conference
championship meet confident of
what her team can do. Wells
also has some goals for her
team to meet this weekend.
"Right now I see us in the
top three," Wells said. "Our goal
is to finish as close together as
possible. Hopefully within 45
seconds of one another. We
want to try to keep everyone in
the top 25. We will have a good
chance to win it if we can do
that.
Wells believes the course at
Kent will help her team run By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
some fast times.
The BG News
"It should be a fast course,"
Not much is expected of the
said Wells. "It will be nice for Bowling Green women's basthem to get some fast times ketball team this season.
after all of the hard courses we
In the annual preseason
have had to run."
Mid-American
Conference
The men's team is also look- media polls, which normally
ing for a strong finish Friday at means nothing but where
Kent State after a meet this teams stand in terms of
past weekend at Eastern Michi- respect, the Falcons were
gan University.
picked to finish fourth behind
BG ran several guys who Kent, Akron and Miami in the
were those who finished in the East Division. In fact, secondupper part of the team. Coach year head coach Dee Knoblauch
Martin used this as one way of was surprised her team wasn't
determining who he will run at picked lower due to its lack of
the conference meet.
experience.
"Dave Anderson had a great
But that doesn't bother her
meet," Martin Said. "Vince because the team will use that
IMoluskyl also had a great race as motivation to sneak up on
and is gaining confidence. Mike people. For that to happen,
Triola again had a really great Knoblauch is challenging the
race. He has been running well seven newcomers to come in
the last month or so."
and contribute right away.
The Falcon men will be
"1 hope so," Knoblauch said
•without the services of sopho- of sneaking up on people. "I've
more Tom Kutter. Kuttcr is still told people they're guess is as
recovering from a leg injury good as mine as to what type of
that has kept him out the last season we'll have. We have so
few weeks as well as Friday's
meet. Nolan Fahrer will return
from a back injury as well.
Martin believes his team is
good enough to finish in the
upper half of the MAC, but
Relieves it will be a battle for The BG News
ihe middle placements.
After a competitive but
ij "I think we are right where
jve want and need to be at this strong season the Falcons will
Si me of the season," said Mar- finish with two off-the-wall
tin. "If everyone runs up to
their potential, not just in our events. The first one to take
program but in all the pro- place is the Intersquad match
grams, we could be fifth or followed by the Halloween
Sixth. It's going to be an inter- Practice the next day.
esting day."
Junior Ben Ashford said the
■ Martin sees Central Michigan as the clear favorite for the
Halloween
men's title this year.
Practice is fun
"It was theirs to win last
and the Intert-ear and they lost so it is possisquad
match
ble," Martin said. "But, they are
. year older, have been in this
gets an intense
situation before, and have run
competition
reat throughout the year. This
between
the
frear they are hands above any
Lther school in the conference, Jay Harris
teams .
so the pressure is on them to
Starting
win."
today
at
3:30
on
the Kecfe
. Martin also has some goals
Courts, the members of the
?or his team on Friday.
"Our top three guys have to men's tennis team along with
|;et out with the leaders," said their two coaches Jay Harris
Martin. "At the three mile
and volunteer assistant Radu
Jnarker we need to be in position to be fifth or sixth. We can- Hart .in will battle it out against
each other in the Fall Inter• See CROSS, page nine. squad match.

Greig received many accolades
during her high school career
such as all-area, all-league, alldistrict, and all-region in
Michigan. Heather was recommended to Van De Walle by a
coach of Greig and the rest is
history.
"I came down to an official
visit and I just loved BG," Greig
said. "I felt like I had good
chemistry with the team and I
loved coach. I really liked the
school too so I just signed on
the visit."
Greig's presence was notice
right away. Her energy and
enthusiasm was present in
every practice.
"When I first met Heather
my freshman year I remember
that she had so much energy,"
senior teammate Kris Pesorda
said. Tom (assistant coach
Hanna) called her Sparky
because she had too much energy. We would have to tell her to
settle down. It would get out of
hand."
Since her freshman year the
fiery player that sports the
number three on her back has
matured into not only a better
player, but a better person.
Greig says that she has become
more spiritual since attending
BG. Heather is the President of
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
"I think she has definitely
changed since her freshman
year," Van De Walle said. "The
change that has taken place in
her [her becoming a Christian]
has just helped her athletics

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
BG setter heather Greig goes for a dig. The senior has been the
spark for the Falcon volleyball team this season. Her play is a
big reason for the netters improvement this season.

• See GREIG, page nine.

Women's basketball picked fourth in poll Memory of
Stewart
honored
many question marks."
While the team may be inexperienced, the seven newcomers are Knoblauch's first
recruits since becoming BG's
coach. That should mean the
team will execute Knoblauch's
trademark run-and-press style
of basketball better this year, a
style the team struggled to
adjust to throughout last year.
Knoblauch is focusing on that
positive.
"Since we have seven new
players, we have a new attitude," Knoblauch said. "I can
take them and mold them into
the type of players I want them
to be."
Knoblauch will look to senior
guards Jaymee Wappes (5-foot5) and Sherry Kahle (5-10 and
also a forward) for leadership
and helping the newcomers
make the transition.
Also returning from last
year's 13-14 overall and 9-7
MAC team are junior guard
Angie Farmer (5-9), sophomore
guard Francine Miller (5-11)

and sophomore forward Dana
Western (5-11).
New guards are freshmen
Megan Jerome (5-9), Regina
Smith (5-3) and Kim Greich (57). New forwards are junior
Afra Smith (5-9), freshmen
Karen Stocz (6-0) and Pam
Brown (6-0). They will look to
fill in for the departure of Jacki
Raterman. She led the team
with 20.8 points per game and
eight rebounds.
The Falcons also have a
walk-on sophomore Rachal
Hamilton (6-1). Hamilton gives
the team needed size. Hamilton, Stocz and Brown are the
only players listed at 6-0 and
above. The team will concentrate on rebounding due to the
lack of size.
"We work on boxing out
every single day," Knoblauch
said. "But I tend to think height
is a little overrated. I'd much
rather have speed than height.
W"'re a lot quicker and more
athletic than last year."
The team will also have to

shoot three-pointers well. The
team hit 135-of-400 trey
attempts for .338 percent.
"We shot them well last
year," Knoblauch said. "We
hope to shoot them again,
which I don't sec why not. We
have really good shooters. Ballhandling and passing will also
be better. I want players that
can handle the ball. Several
players will play different positions for us but they played
point guard for their high
school teams."
While the roster designates
positions to players, Knoblauch
calls her style of play positionless. It's similar to what
Phoenix Suns coach Danny
Ainge considers "Small Ball."
The Suns are known for putting
four players on the perimeter,
exploiting mismatches and driving.
• See BASKETBALL, page nine.

Tennis holds intersquad game

I.

"It's kind of like the football
spring game in a way," Harris
said. "It's kind of our fall game."
The match is set up as a dual
match playing three doubles
and six singles matches.
The next activity is the
fourth annual Halloween Practice which takes place on Friday starting at 3:30 as well.
The men's team invited the
women's team to participate for
their second year in a row as
they all dress up in an assortment of costumes and compete
in a round robin match.
Included in the event are a
couple of flights of doubles and
then a championship match. At
the end of the meet, Harris will
hand out awards such as best
costume.
"All the guys worked hard
this semester and it's just a
good way to finish," Ashford
said.

BO New» Photo/ BEN FRENCH
A men's tennis player stretches to keep a volley alive. The team
wraps up its fall season with an Intersquad scrimmage and the
annual Halloween practice this weekend.

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON — The skirl of a
lone bagpipe playing the Scottish lament "Going Home" cut
through ghostly fog in a chilling
tribute to Payne Stewart before
the start of the Tour Championship on Thursday.
With sullen faces and vacant
eyes, Stewart's peers on the
PGA Tour sat on white folding
chairs on the first tee of Champions Golf Club to honor his
memory at the tournament
where he was to have played.
"He loved to laugh and he
was not ashamed to cry. I'm not
going to be ashamed of my
tears this morning, and neither
should you," Tom Lehman said.
"When he died on Monday, a big
part of us died, too."
Stewart, a winner of 18 tournaments around the world and
three major championships,
was as traditional in his knickers anH tam o'shanter as the
game itself That spirit lived on
in a service that showcased
golf's roots.
Shrouded by an eerie fog, the
bagpiper walked 100 yards
toward the first tee playing a
song about a Scotsman finally
returning to his homeland.
"It was beautiful," Tim Herron said. "The bagpipes drew
you into Payne Stewart. When
you think of bagpipes, you
think of Payne."
Stewart was traveling to
Texas to play in the Tour Championship when his plane
crashed. Killed with Stewart
were his agents, Robert Fraley
and Van Ardan; pilots Michael
Kling and Stephanie Bellegarrigue; and Bruce Borland, one
of Jack Nicklaus' golf course
designers.
Not every one was convinced
the tour should have proceeded
with the tournament, but PGA
Tour
commissioner
Tim
Finchem was among those who
said it could be a platform to
honor Stewart.
"We are still in shock, 72
hours after the terrible plane
crash on Monday took from us
one of our great champions,"
Finchem said.
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Men's
regular season at EMU

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Falcon midfielder Kevin Wisniewski is surrounded by Oakland University attackers as he dribbles the ball down the field.

By DAVK TRUMAN
The BG M N s
Sunday's road contest .it
Eastern Michigan will close the
regular season for the- Bowling
Green men's soccer team.
A win guarantees the Falcons (7-9-1, 3-2-1 MAC) the
third seed in the MAC tournament, a loss would drop them
into fourth place.
The Eagles have struggled
through a 1-5 MAC season and
are 6-10 overall.
"The way I've got it figured, I
think we'll probably play
Northern Illinois in the first
round," BG coach Mel Mahler
said. "It may be a little harder
road to go because they are the
host school We beat them here
4-1 and with them being the
host, I would imagine they will

be ready to play. The intensity
and emotion will all be turned
up a notch because it's the MAC
tournament "

As for Sunday's match, slated for a 2 p.m. kickoff, the Falcons are hoping to win the
game, but also to use it as final
preparation for the tournament.
"We want to take that game
and use it as a learning experience to help us gear up for the
MAC tournament," BG goalkeeper Ty Fowler said.
The Falcons will regain the
services of Fred Degand, Jason
Bryant and Adam Erhard who
all were forced to sit out
Wednesday's 1-0 non-confer
ence loss to Oakland at
Cochrane Field.
Reserve Zac Olson's ability to

play is undetermined. Mahler
said Olson is suffering from a
knee infection and is day-today.
Eastern Michigan has never
beaten BG in a series that
dates back to 1981. The Falcons
have recorded 10 shutouts
against the Eagles over those
21 games with an average final
score of 3-1.
Daniel Kitching leads EMU
scorers with four goals while
teammate Drew Drummond
has amassed a team-high eight
assists.
BG co-captain Chris Dore
can move into seventh place in
career goals by a Falcon with
two goals and can crack the top
ten in assists. He needs just one
to tie Kyle Royer and Joe Burch
for ninth place.

25 years later, 'Rumble-in-jungle' remembered
By ED SCHUYLER Jr.
AP Boxing Writer
NEW YORK — George Foreman remembers why he went
to Hawaii instead of home to
Houston after the fight.
"The islanders and birds didn't know who I was," said Foreman, who was suffering from
"pain, disappointment and
embarrassment."
Foreman had lost the heavyweight championship of the
world on an eighth-round
knockout.
"To me it seems like another
world as I look b( ■ k on it,"
Foreman said of thai fight on
Oct. 30, 1974. "I know I was
there."
There, was Kinshasa. Zaire,
now the Congo. The opponent
was Muhammad Ali The fight
was the Rumble in The Jungle
— a match that put "rope-adope" into the language of boxing.
"It was his idea (to go to the
ropes)," Angelo Dundee, Ali's

trainer, said "I thought he was
a dope. I was cussing him out
every round, telling him to get
in the middle of the ring He
told me, 'I know what I'm
doing.'"
It was about 4:30 a.m. (10:30
p.m. Oct. 29 in the eastern
United States) when Ali set out
to regain the championship
before more than 50,000 fans in
the Twentieth of May Stadium,
many of them screaming, "Ali
booma-yay (Ali kill him)."
Ali had made himself the
"hometown" favorite, casting
himself as the good guy against
the fearsome 25-year-old champion.
Most boxing people, however,
viewed the fight as the 32-yearold Ali's last hurrah, not as
another step up the ladder of
legend. It had been seven years
since Ali had been stripped of
the title for refusing induction
into the military and it had
been about 3 1/2 years since he
had failed to regain the championship against Joe Frazier.
Between the wise-cracking.

poetry-spouting Ali and the
brooding Foreman stood flamboyant promoter Don King,
who got the two fighters to sign
for $5 million each. He then got
people to put up the money.
some of it from President
Mobutu of Zaire, who was seeking world-wide publicity for
himself and his country.
The fight was set for Sept.
25, but had to be rescheduled
when Foreman got cut in sparring.
"I don't think the postpone
ment hurt me." Foreman said
in a telephone interview Thursday. "He was always going to
win."
Dundee was confident that
Ali would win, even though
Ali's strategy bothered him.
"I sensed it from the get-go,"
he said by telephone. "My guy
(Ali) just had the style to beat
this guy. In this profession,
style is everything."
Foreman's style back then
was to bludgeon opponents into
submission. Ali was to "float

like a butterfly, sting like a
bee," although he floated slower
and stung less in 1974 than he
did when he dazzled boxing
during the 1960s.
"I'd been knocking everybody
out. Now, I would have considered winning a decision good,"
said Foreman, adding he was .i
much smarter lighter when he
came hack in 1987 after a 10year layoff to become history's
oldest heavyweight champion
than he was in 1974.
Ali, who now suffers from
Parkinson's Disease, would
lose, then win the title a third
time before retiring in 1981.
When Foreman got cut,
many boxing writers left and
others en route to the fight
reversed
themselves
and
returned home to await the
new date The fighters and
their camps remained.
Dundee couldn't remember
how long he stayed, but he said,
"There were 2,624 hyacinths on
the Zaire (Congo) River. I
counted them."

BASKETBALL-

GREIG
Continued from page one.

100 fold. She is not a selfish
player, she knows who she is
playing for. That makes all the
difference in the world because
she has the right perspective."
Greig says she would like to
continue to play volleyball in
some way whether it is in a
beach league or the new professional league starting up.

Along with achieving on the
volleyball court. Greig has set
standards in the classroom. She
is a elementary education
major and carries a 3.72 g.p.a.
"I'm very proud of Heather,"
the setter's father, James Greig
said. "She has exceeded my
expectations. She is a great
player, but is also a good student."

Continued from page one.

In terms of the league.
Knoblauch
tabs defending
champion Toledo as well as
Kent, Western Michigan and
Eastern Michigan as the teams

schedule is again difficult with
trips to Detroit. Ohio State,
Xavier and Youngstown State
and tournaments at Montana
State and Virginia Tech.

'Reach!
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Where: Th
\\ hen: SatuWay, Octobe
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ALPHI PHI'S HAVE A GHOULISH TIME AT THE *99
HALLOWEEN DATE PARTY!!
/

KELLY CLINE & BRIAN SALEM
LANE MUDRICH & JOE DRAYER

{,

AMY HAYS & CHRIS CARDUCCI

LAVERN DOWLING & SHIRLEY LAMPUS

i

51 w costume

52 w.o costume

Latino Student Union

-2526
40 Bishop Rd , Bowling Green, OH • 353-2
13040

KRISTY MCCULLOCH & DAVID LAWSON

.

©5

MEGAN HUMPHREY & CASPER

HEATHER HEMPLE & TY TRAXLER

MARY BREHM & SHAWN MONNOLLY

MEREDITH "SKATE GIRL" PIERSOL & DIRK I

ALLISON GRAY & FRANKENSTEIN

ALI HAYS & J.R. M(JTH

LORIG0ET2 & JEN ENGLER

ALLISON HARRIS & BRYAN HAAS

ANGIE MAIDMENT & THE TIN MAN

NICI MARTIN & JOHNNY B. GEST

KIM MCHENRY & PAUL BOEHNLEIN

LAURA LONSWAY & ANDREW TARTARA

CHARLIE BROWN & LITTLE RED HEADED GIRL

SARA BREWER &JUDE DEXTER

SHANNON RUWE & KYLE BOWLING

\L MELISSA GRAT2 & KAMI CALLINAN

NICOLE MESSMANN & DAN SMITH

JESSI PAK0S2 & JOHN MCNEEL
AMY SHUMAKER & RICK PERZ
RABBIT & BIG JOHNSTON
JEN PIJ0R& TIM BURGER

Conlinued from page one.

not allow the teams we are
competing against, Kent, Ball
State, and Marshall, to put
three guys ahead of our first. If
we get out top three in before
they get their top three in, we
are going to beat them. If we do

V.IS

A video tape of the fight confirmed that Foreman was up
before referee Zack Clayton
reached the count of 10.
Foreman complained that he
did beat the count, but Thursday he said, "He'd probably
would have put me back."
"I was pretty bitter for a lot
of years," Foreman said. "I
never got the feeling he beat
me. But you have to shake it."
Foreman returned to a 20by-30 dressing room jammed
with about 200 people who
wanted to know, "George, what
happened?" Bill Caplan, who
was Foreman's publicity man,
said.
In the other dressing room,
the world press was listening to
Ali bellow, "I told you I was The
Greatest."

SHARON D0R0BA & KENNETH SOBECKI
SCARY SARA KOLODA & DERIL DAMIAN THORELSON
CASEY STEVENS & NICK HOFFMAN

JEN "ANGELIC" DENNIS & JOSH "LUCIFER" MERRILL

not, they are going to beat us."
Falcon men race at noon and
the women race at 11:00 a.m. in
the Mid-American Conference
Championship meet. The races
will be held at Kent State University.

Find out Falcon sports scores
every day in The BG News

24 Hour Towing

match.
Foreman began to tire, and
late in the eighth round Ali
threw a combination off the
ropes.
and
Foreman
corkscrewed his way to the can-

CROSS
to beat The non-conference

Hispanic Heritage Mouth fc99 i

DR. EVIL PITCHFORD & MINI ME CANTOR

He also passed time by regaling anybody by how he had
learned to train li/.ards.
"You just had to make the
best of it," he said
Finally, with an equatorial
African dawn approaching, the
fight happened.
Foreman began looking for a
knockout from the opening bell,
and his sledge-hammer blows
had onlookers thinking it was
just a matter of time before he
succeeded.
"He was looking for a home
run." Dundee said.
After three rounds, Ali had
devised the rope-a-d. >c and
Foreman was pu/./.led.
"I couldn't believe I hadn't
knocked him out in the third
round," Foreman said "I hit
him some hard shots "
Foreman kept winging away,
while Ali covered, blocked
many of the champion's punches and occasionally fired away
in flurries. An eight-punch flurry by Ali at the end of the fifth
round changed the course of the

mm MOB-HTO® mum

Serves as pep band to selected
basketball games and hockey
games during the 1999-00
Season. Rehearsals are Sunday,
October 31, Thursday,
November 4, and Sunday,
November 7: 7-9PM in Kelly Hall /
(Room 1012) in the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Bring your horn.

See you there!

Sarah
T0MASHEFSKI
FIRST WARD COUNCIL
-First Ward Councilwoman
-Third Year BGSU Student
-Concerned For Our Safety
-Committed To Our Future
Committed To Our Future

Remember to vote November 2nd
to keep a Student Leader working for
Mill'

Sarah Tomashefski
Councilwoman

"A Voice From & For BGSU"
Paid toi by the Tomashelski Committee, M K Norton. Treasurer. 120 East
Evers S<. Bowling Green. OH 43402

F
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TANDINGS
National Football League
At A Glance
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T
W
L
0
1
Miami
5
0
New Eng
5
2
0
Indianapolis 4
2
"Buffalo
4
3
0
NY. Jets
1
6
0
Central
0
Jacksonville 5
1
0
Tennessee 5
1
Pittsburgh 4
3
0
4
0
Baltimore 2
6
0
Cincinnati 1
Cleveland 0
7
0
West
2
0
Kansas City 4
San Diego 4
2
0
2
Seattle
4
0
3
Oakland
4
0
5
0
Denver
2
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Dallas
4
2
0
Washington 4
2
0
3
0
N.Y. Giants 4
4
0
Arizona
2
Philadelphia2
5
0
Central
2
0
Detroit
4
2
0
Green Bav 4
3
0
Tampa Bay 3
4
0
Chicago
3
Minnesota 3
4
0
West
St Ix>uis
6
0
0
San Fran
3
4
0
Carolina
2
4
0
New Orleansl
5
0
Atlanta
6
0

National Hockey League
At A Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
T
Pts
New Jersey 5
3
1
12
1'hll.ulclphia I
6
1
10
NY. Rangers4
7
0
9
Pittsburgh 2
3
2
7
NY. Islanders2
5
0
5
Northeast Division
W
L
T
Pts
Toronto
8
3
1
17
Ottawa
6
2
1
13
Boston
2
5
4
8
Buffalo
2
6
2
6
Montreal
3
8
0
6
Southeast Division
W
L
T
Pts
Florida
6
3
1
14
Carolina
4
2
3
11
Atlanta
2
5
2
7
Tampa Bay 2
5
16
• Washington 2
4
2
6
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
T
Pts
Detroit
7
1
1
15
St. Louis
6
4
0
12
Nashville
4
3
19
Chicago
14
4
6
Northwest Division
W
L
T
Pts
Vancouver 6
3
2
15
Colorado
5
4
2
12
Edmonton 3
5
2
10
Calgary
2
7
2
6
Pacific Division
W
I.
T
Pts
San Jose
7
5
0
14
Los Angeles 6
3
2
14
Dallas
6
4
1
13
Phoenix
5
2
3
13
Anaheim
5
5
1
12

Pet.
.833
.714
.667
.571
.143
.833
.833
.571
.333
.143
.000
.667
.667
.667
.571
.286

Pet.
.667
.667
.571
.333
.286
.667
.667
.500
.429
.429
1.000
.429
.333
.167
.143

NBA Preseason Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
V
L
Orlando
6
1
New Jersey
4
2
Miami
3
3
Boston
3
4
Philadelphia
3
4
Washington
2
3
New York
2
5
Central Division
W
L
Milwaukee
7
1
Detroit
5
2
Indiana
5
3
Charlotte
4
3
Toronto
4
3
Cleveland
3
4
Atlanta
3
5
Chicago
2
5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Utah
4
3
Minnesota
4
4
San Antonio
2
3
Dallas
2
5
Houston
2
5
Denver
1
6
Vancouver
1
7
Pacific Division
W
L
Portland
6
0
Phoenix5
2
.7
Seattle
5
3
L.A. Clippers 4
3
Golden Slate 3
4
L.A. Lakers
3
4
Sacramento
3
4
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Pet
.857
.667
.500
.429
.429
.400
.286
Pet
.875
.714
.625
.571
.571
.429
.375
.286

GB

—
1 1/2
2 1/2
3
3
3
4

McKeon reluctantly accepts extension
AP Sports W- ter
CINCINSATI — After an awkward week of
wrangling over terms, both sides got what they
ultimately wanted: Jack McKeon gets to keep
managing, the Reds get to keep him for at least
one more year.
McKeon accepted a one-year contract extension Thursday that was less than he thought he
deserved after a remarkable season. McKeon, 68,
led the small-market club to 96 wins and a close
brush with the playoffs.

GB

—
1
2
2
2
3
4
4

Pel
.571
.500
.400
.286
.286
.143
.125

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

CLEVLLAND — Cleveland Cavaliers center
Zydrunas Ilgauskas flew to Houston on Thursday
to have a specialist examine the sore left foot that
kept him out of all the Cavs exhibition games.

1/2

Ilgauskas, who last season missed all but five
games because of a broken left foot, suffered a toe
infection in the same foot earlier this month. It
required treatment with antibiotics.

GB

—
1/2
1
2
2
3
3 1/2

Pet

GB

1.000
14
.625
.571
.429
.429
.429

—
1
2
2
3
3
3

Ilgauskas has foot examined by specialist
The Associated Press

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

Since then, Ilgauskas has been experiencing
enough pain to keep him off the court.
The Cavs had no information on the results of
Ilgauskas' latest exam on Thursday.
Cavaliers waive Boykins, Thomas, Fish
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND — The Cleveland Cavaliers
waived guard Earl Boykins, forward Jamel
Thomas and center Matt Fish on Thursday.
The Cavaliers signed all three players on Oct.
4.
The 5-foot-5 Boykins played in 17 games for
the Cavaliers last season, averaging 2.6 points
per game.
The team's roster now stands at 14 players.

Elite team takes gamble with Toyota engines
EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
By Posting Your
Lecture Notes Online
Register on-line now:
@ www.Studv24-7.com
(888) 728-7247
FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com

fHf.UIIl'U*
<y

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
FONTANA, Calif. — Looking
for the kind of edge that turned
his team into a powerhouse
four years ago, Chip Ganassi is
switching to unproven Toyota
engines for 2000.
The decision to abandon
Honda, whose engines have
dominated the series since
1996, the year Target/Chip
WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

WELCOMES BGSU

1163 SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWLING GREEN

PARENTS

Ganassi Racing put them in
their new Reynards, is another
in a scries of gambles by the
team owner.
"You've got to stay ahead of
the curve, baby," Ganassi said.
"You look at those guys from
Toyota and you see a hunger for
winning that I haven't seen
before.
"If you just look at (Toyota's)
performance in the last couple
of races, you'll see a big spike
up," he added. "And don't forget, Honda had only won one
race before we went with
them."
Ganassi, whose teams have

Kirk's Coin Laundry
CLEANING YOUR LAUNDRY FOR 37 YEARS
__

F F

KD°R V ^J5C

WASH

709 S. Main

OPEN 24 HRS.

352-0397

* 1 & 2 Bedrooms
* Furn I Unlum
* Paid htai. water &
trash pick-up

-10 .mun.it 2, ■"_-_

won three straight CART
FedEx Series championships,
could make it four straight
Sunday if rookie Juan Montoya
can overcome a nine-point lead
by Team Kool Green's Dario
Franchitti, who also drives a
Reynard-Honda
The top three drivers in the
season standings have cars
powered by Honda engines, one
reason why Ganassi chose to
make this chancy move.
"There are only so many
teams out there that can win
races, and if you've got the
same equipment, it's very hard
to get any kind of an edge on

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

Buffet

"After Hours"
Rave Party
Intense mix of house,
techno, Hi-NRG dance music
2:30am - 5:30??am
2 DJ's
Free
Glowsticks
Suckers

-No AlcoholComplete line
of energy
drinks
Cover $3.00

+

Check out our new light and
sound system
'.

f

Taking
Applications For
2nd Semester
400 Napoleon Rd.

fh'OR THE PRICE OF A ^|
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP
COMEDY!

FEATURING COMICS
FROM HBO, SHOWTIME,
"DAVID LETTERMAN"
AND
"THE TONIGHT SHOW"!

This Week:
JIM
MCHUGH
SHOWTIMES
WED & THURS 8 PM
FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:30
2FOR1
ADMISSION W/AD
EXPIRES: 10/29
5319 Heatherdowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
$2 admission every Wed.
w/college I.D.
Must be 18 to enter
Connxtionscomedyclub.corr

n

12:20 2:40 b 00 7 30 10 10

* Campus SnuttW
* No Show Shoveling

Fridays
Starting October 22nd

| CINEMA 5 Man

The Sixth Sense (PG 13)
12:00 2:20 4 40 7 10 9 55
Double Jeopardy (R)
12:10 2:30 4 50 7 25 9 45
'Bringing Out The Dead (R)
12:30 4 10 7 20 10:15
Fight Club (R)
12:40 4 00 7:00 10 00

* Full-time Maintenance |

UPTOWN

Cinemark Theatres
1234 N. Main St. 354-0558,
M•House
On Haunted Hill (R)

* laundry Facilities

352-9135
Mon. - Fri. 9-5

those other guys," Ganassi said
"Besides, it's not just one component that wins races. It's a
total team philosophy, team
confidence and team makeup
that wins races.
"I fully expect to stay at the
front of the grid."
Toyota, which entered CART
with its brand new engine in
1996, has never had one of the
top teams in the series to showcase its product.
"Our progress hasn't been as
swift as we'd like it to be," said
Les Unger, national motorsports manager for Toyota. "We
consider this another block in
the building block process.

"Sorry No Passes
Admission $5.25 Matinees $3.25^
Times listed in bold are tor Sat & Sun only

www.cinorr.cirk.com
Management Inc.

Leasing for January

146 North Main Bowling Green

Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apis..
1082 Fairview
Large studios,
91/2-12 mo. leases
Starts at $380- Call353-S800

WE'LL PAY
YOU $35,000+
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.

Management Inc.
11, iii/siii' Apis.,
716 N. Enterprise
Large studio, close" to BGSU
91/2-12 mo. Leases
Starts at S400

You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment...
and over $7,000 if you
qualify for the Montgomery
GI Bill.. .plus help in paying
off a qualified student loan
up to $10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training.
And you'll serve with an
Army Reserve unit near
your campus.
Over $35,000 toward
college - for part-time
service.
Think about it
Then think about us.
And call today:

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apis.,
215 E. Poe
Studios & huge 1 bdrms
Laundry on site
Rent starts at S250,
Call 353-5800
Manageanent Inc.
Willow Home Apts.,
830 Fourth Si.
1 bdrm., gas heat, A/C,
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800
Management Inc.
Stop by our office al
1045 N. Main SI. for complete listing or call 3S3-58M.
www.wcnct.ort/ -mecca

352-7541
M ALL TOU CAM it:

ARMY RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*••••••*•****•
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth for 1
Person. $500/Mth for 2 People.

*•*•*•••*•••*
516 S. MAIN - 2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.

•••••*•••••••
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWEDI!

*••***•*••*••

*•••**•••••••
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E Woostor. BG
Across street from Taco Bell

amily
p

mfap£MJ&Gr

By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
Sharon Sheppard-Scott
will be presented as Parent
of the Year during half-time
at the Bowling Green football game against Central
Michigan. Sheppard-Scott
was nominated for the honor
by her daughter, Irene
Sharon Scott, a sophomore
journalism and German
major.
Irene Scott was one of 16
University students who
wrote an essay under the
theme, "The most valuable
lesson I learned from my
parents or caregivers was..."
Irene's six-page winning
essay was brutally honest
about the hardships that
Irene and her mother have
experienced in their lives.
Irene revealed testimony
about her disability and how
her mother went against the
norm to mainstream Irene
and her sisters.
Irene Scott was born par-

tially deaf
result a genetic dis-1
order
inherited
from her father. |
The disorder
Wagner's
Syndrome. While
experts suggested
putting Irene into
special education
and said that s
would never lea
any spoken language,
Irene's
mother encouraged
her to not only learn
English,
but
Spanish
and I
Photo Provided
German as well.
Irene wanted to
nominate her moth- Sharon Sheppard-Scott started
er in thanks for all crying when her daughter, Irene,
that she has done sophomore journalism/German
for her. Irene said
her sne won
her mother often maJor- told
"
worked numerous jobs to and ner sisters could go to
help give her children every- parochial school.
"My mom is always doing
thing she could. She often
cleaned and worked jobs at stuff for her children that
McDonalds just so that Irene she often forgets about her-

self," Irene said.
This weekend will be for
Sharon Sheppard-Scott.
When Irene told her
mother the news of her being
declared Bowling Green's
Parent of the Year her mother laughed declaring it the
"best news." After the news
sank in Sharon SheppardScott burst into tears dubbing Irene "her angel."
Besides being recognized
during the football game,
Sharon Sheppard-Scott will
also have the honor of using
the President's guest house
for the weekend. SheppardScott will also receive tickets
to the football game,
Saturday's buffet dinner,
Sunday's brunch and tickets
to the theatre production
"Hold Me."
Various off-campus businesses also donated prizes to
award to Sheppard-Scott.
•See Parent, page four.

Fairbanks' goalie
challenges icers
for them; he's basically been
By DAN MED
in the zone since the very
The BG News
first night he played and
The University of Alaska- he's obviously seeing the
Fairbanks split their weekreal well."
end series with No. 3 puck
Also,
whether BG's power
Michigan.
Their freshman goalie, play, which was the best in
Lance Mayes stopped 45 the league last season, will
able to break out of its 2shots in their victory over be
22 slump.
the Wolverines. He has a
Powers has used the top
2.19 goals against average
in the Nanooks first six line of Ryan Murphy, Adam
Edinger and Craig Dejarlais
games.
on the top power play line
That creates some ques- this week in practice.
tions for the Bowling Green
In the rest of the line up,
hockey team's weekend
Powers
has bumped Chris
series with the Nanooks. Bonvie from
the third line to
Like whether the Falcon the fourth line with the
offense, which finally came newcomers Ryan Fultz and
out of its shell with a five
Knight.
Ryan
goal performance against Tyler
Wetterberg, Greg Day and
Western
Michigan Curtis Valentine will make
Saturday, will be able to up the third line. While the
penetrate
the
Central second line will see Austin
Collegiate
Hockey
Association's newest goalie de Luis, Zach Ham and
Dennis Williams.
prodigy.
The team is hoping to
"(Mayes) is playing out of gain
momentum this weekhis head right now," Falcon
end
and
pick up a few points
Head Coach Buddy Powers
•See Hockey, page five.
said. "He's doing a srreat iob

Talent show attempting to
Eager students plan weekend
entice more inclusive crowd Showing parents 'college life' is priority for many
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
Many students at the
University are highly skilled
in areas of dance, music and
other forms of entertainment. These students and
their abilities often go unnoticed.
However,
on
Saturday, during parents
weekend, a number of students will have the chance to
showcase their talents
through the University's talent show.
This is the first year that

a talent show will be taking
place
during
Parent's
Weekend. According to John
Griffith, talent coordinator,
the show will be taking place
of the concert which annually came to the University for
this weekend.
"We wanted something for
the parents and students
that was not generation
biased, in the past the concerts usually attracted the
parents more than it did the
students," Griffith said.
According
to
Amy

BO News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE

Jim Finklemeier, sophomore music major,
practices trying to get out of a straightjacket.
Finklemeier will be one of the entertainers at
the Talent Show, Saturday.

O'Donnell, assistant dean of
students, the main purpose
of the talent show is to serve
as "an opportunity for us to
showcase members of our
community."
O'Donnell also noted that
the talent show was "a great
way to incorporate the
University's core values,
especially those of creative
imaginings and pride in a
job well done."
There is going to be a
great variety of talents and
shows performed at this
event, with each participant
having their own individual
reason for wanting to perform.
Jim Finklemeier, a sophomore music major, will be
performing escape magic,
which will include escaping
out of chains and locks, as
well as an escape jacket.
"I love entertaining, it is
fun," he said, explaining
why he is excited to participate.
Elizabeth Eckstein, a
senior musical theater dance
major, will be performing
two acts, a tap solo and a
dance solo, at the talent
show.
"I enjoy any experience I
can get, because I someday
hope to make it big and go
professional," she said. "I
am very excited and honored
to be doing this."
Gabiel Marquez, a senior
music education major, will
also be performing vocal
solos.
According
to
Marquez, he will be performing to original songs that he
wrote.
"I am very excited to be
doing this, I was the opening
act for last year's concert,
the Manhattan Transfer,
and now I am excited to be
able to come back and perform something that I have
made," Marquez said.
The talent show will be on
Saturday, Oct. 30, in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of
the Union, at 8 p.m.

By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
Students around the
University are trying to
decide what they want to do
with their parents and what
they want to
show their parents during the
weekend.
Everything
from going out to
eat to just seeing
l)
their parents,
are reasons why
they are looking
forward to this
weekend.
Many
students are looking
forward to going
out on the town
with their parents.
"We usually go out to eat
during Parents' Weekend,
usually Easy Street Cafe,"
said Lauren Dean, a sophomore early childhood education major.

Amy McClellan, a sophomore psychology major,
shared similar thoughts.
"I am looking forward to
going to a movie and just
hanging out with them," she
said.

parents.
"I am just looking forward
to seeing my family, because
I haven't seen them since
August and won't see them
again until December," said
Katie Kessing, a freshman
recreation
major. "I am
looking forward
to catching up
on everything
I've missed the
Going out "On The Town"
last couple of
months."
Adam Hood,
2) Showing them
a
freshman
what life is like in college engineering
major, agreed.
"Parents'
3) Going to an
Weekend is a
athletic event
good
thing
because a lot of
BG News Graphic/ MARY ROEDIGER people don't get
to see their parNot only are students ents that much," he said.
looking forward to going out
Many students are lookwith their parents, but ing forward to seeing an athmany students are also look- letic event with their paring forward to seeing their
•See Eager Students, page six.

Top 3 Things To Do With
Your Parents

Family Weekend cures homesickness
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT transition better than oth- said. They help build comers," she said. "Some people munity on the floor, talk to
The BG News
Upon moving onto cam- mourn leaving high school the residents and take them
pus, several first year stu- over the lifestyle they had to events on campus. They
also keep their eyes out for
dents experienced homesick- and leaving their friends."
Newman said some allevi- students having difficulty
ness during the withdrawal
with transitionperiod from high
ing and get
school friends, famthem involved.
ily, hometown or
"J haven't seen my mother ana sisters since Anyone can
pets. However, several
students the summer. Family Weekena gives me a help a student;
to spoil them, spread my love, ana [such as those
believe they'd suc- chance
flaunt
the
best of Bowling Green."
from] programs
cessfully adopt to
such as the
the
collegiate
100 or
lifestyle due to speUnidentified Student UNIV
Springboard.
cialized residence
Also, full-time
halls, supportive faculty
members and exceptional ators of homesickness are desk clerks in residence
support
systems
like halls," she said. "These peoresidence advisers.
Enhancement, ple are very knowledgeable
According
to
Linda Academic
Newman, senior associate Center for Multicultural and of the University and regudirector for educational ini- Academically Initiatives and lar faces that students see.
tiatives and the office of res- academic advisors. More They offer advice and are
idence life, first year stu- examples include greek life, very warm."
Sharon Cantu, a freshdents might experience hall councils and programs,
man pre-law major from
homesickness because they and residence advisers.
Residences advisers are Weslaco, Texas who hasn't
are not used to living in
the first connection students seen her parents since movetheir own procession.
"Some people manage the have to the University, she
•See Sick, page seven.
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Places to go... Things to do... People to see
Millennium Tour offers timeline of events
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
If the Bowling Green
nightlife doesn't interest
parents, the Bowling Green
night sky might.
The Magical Millennium
• Tour, being shown Friday at
8 p.m. and Sunday at 7:30
p.m., in the University planetarium, is a two-part program that gives participants
an opportunity to view the
BG night sky and view a
slide presentation that takes
a tour through two millenniums.
The 36-minute slide show
traces the history of skywatchers and timekeepers —

documenting how they came
to create the calendars and
clocks the world uses today,
according to Dale Smith,
director of the planetarium.
The program, true to its
name, will also address the
issue of when the millennium actually begins.
"It's an entertaining show
that one can actually learn
something
from,"
said
Rachel Shanteau, a senior
who operates the star projector during the show.
Smith said the program is
especially relevant as the
new millennium approaches.
"There is a lot of debate on
when the actual millennium
begins," he said. "After this

ple become travelers in space
and time. Throughout the
show the travelers will drop
in on moments-in his'ory,
picking up information about
the Mayan calendar and the
start of the Julian calendar.
Before the actual tour
begins, Smith leads a short
star talk, showing" the current evening sky using the
planetarium's star projector.
Shanteau,
who
has
watched the program several
times this semester, said the
star talk is informative
BG News Illustration/ MARY BETH MURTHA because participants leave
the program being able to
show you will know the program will begin by drop- identify prominent stars in
answer."
ping in on a New Year's Eve the sky.
According to Smith, the party where four young peo"It's awesome," she said.

"The thing about the planetarium is that the entire
night sky is shown."
Weather permitting, participants will be given an
opportunity for a telescope
viewing from the rooftop
observatory.
Although a background in
astronomy could be helpful,
it is definitely not necessary
to enjoy the program, Smith
said.
"Anybody who is curious
about the world would like
this show," he said.
Smith said the show is free,
but a $1 donation is suggested.

Clay, paint feature religion, culture
'Hold Me'
portrays many
personalities
"You've got to find the
By AMYJOL. BROWN
reason
you're a character,"
The BG News
With no plot, lead, or set said Arthur Ross, freshcharacters, "Hold Me" is a man theater major.
Moes said she relates
play its cast finds difficult
the
situations the characto describe and a challenge
ters are in to her own erpeto perform.
Directed by Mary Jo riences.
Actors practiced for
Lodge, the production of
their
parts
"Hold Me" features
through
acting
17 newcomers to the
games and improv
theater department.
exercises.
These 17 cast mem"They jumped
bers portray over 85
right into it,"
.characters in the
Lodge said. "I got
play, depicting relareally lucky. They
tionships of people
do have to play so
living in the same
many parts and
city.
you can't tell how
"Hold Me" ties
strong the actors
their lives together
will be during
through a series of
auditions. This is a
short monologues;
very professional
some are comical,
group."
some are tragic, and
"Hold Me" chalsome, according to
lenges its performone cast member,
ers not only in the
are eye-opening.
number of charac"There is one
ters they act, but
character that sings
also by requiring
his way through
them all to be on
life," said Jocelyn
stage at the same
Moes,
freshman
undecided
major. BO now. nmmioa/ time.
"At the end he says iu-TBrraiivimiA "All of us are on
'I sing to drown out my stage for an hour and a
half," Moes said. "The most
screaming.*"
Lodge describes the play challenging thing is stayfocused."
as fast paced and non-tra- ingDespite
the challenges,
ditional, with dance and the cast has enjoyed workmusic ranging from Frank ing together and are lookSinatra to rap, intertwined ing forward to showtime.
with the monologues.
"We've had a blast," said
How do the new actors Lisa Fulton, freshman IPC
cope with playing so many major. "You can see that
through our production."
parts?

By LISA BETTINGER
The BG News
The Fine Arts Center is
offering two exhibits for students, faculty and visitors
who have a love of art. These
two exhibits will cover the
worlds of clay sculpture and
the religious culture of Haiti.
"Contemporary
Clay:
Master Teachers, Master
Students" will be featuring
22 clay pieces ranging from
sculptures
to
vessels.
According to Jacqueline
Nathan, director of the
school of art gallery, these
works come from nationally
known instructors and students who are the best of the
best.
Several of the top artists,
who have shaped and influenced ceramic art through
their work and instruction
since the 1950s and '60s,
chose one up-and-coming
talent.
Some of the master artists
who will be included in the
exhibit
include
Dan

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH

This clay sculpture is one of the featured exhibits at the Fine Arts Center
during Family Weekend.
Anderson, Jack Earl, Peter
Voulkos, Michael Lucero,
Jun Kaneko, Val Cushing,
Ken Ferguson, Toshiko
Takaezu and Jim Leedy.
A second exhibit will offer

sxJb
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This painting shows religious worship in Haiti.

visitors a glimpse into part
of the culture of Haiti.
The work of Haitian
native, Marilene Philips is
the focus of "Altars and
Shrines of Haiti." The exhibit is a collection of paintings
that show different religious
places of worship in the
small island country.
There will be works which
depict man made places of
worship and religious importance including graveyards,
Christian shrines, Voodoo
altars and temples.
Paintings will also show
natural areas of religious
significance like grottoes,
streams, trees and animals.
Philips was born in Haiti
of French and Haitian
descent. She lived part of her
early life in the country.
According to the Art
Department's schedule information, she also was initiat-

ed in the Voodoo faith.
Earlier this month, she came
to the University and hosted
a talk about her work.
Philips has also been the
recipient of several honors.
These honors include a 1995
Fellow in Painting from the
Guggenheim. In 1993, she
received a Grolier poetry
prize and in 1992 she was a
Bunting Fellow in painting
at Harvard and Radcliffe.
Both exhibits will be open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday and from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. on Sunday.
The "Contemporary Clay"
exhibit will be showing in
the Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery.
"Altars and Shrines of
Haiti" will be found at the
Willard Wankleman Gallery
in the Fine Arts Center.
Both exhibits are open
until Nov. 7.
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The Family Weekend Staff
Sara Eaton, Special Projects Editor
Alexandria Dietz, Assistant Special Projects Editor
Brandi Barhite, reporter
G. Michael Graham, sports reporter
Clint McDonell, Co-Copy Chief
Erin Berger, reporter
Nick Hurm, sports reporter
Mary Beth Wilfong, Co-Copy Chief
Lisa Bettinger, reporter
Dan Hied, sports reporter
Ben Fry, copy editor
Amyjo L Brown, reporter
Pete Stella, sports reporter
Craig Gifford, reporter
Irene Sharon Scott, reporter
Katie Woods, reporter
Mary Beth Murtha, graphic illustrator

Mary Roediger, graphic designer
Mike Lehmkuhle, Photo Editor
Ben French, photographer
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For the Little Ones...
Kids' Korner, Reading Van provide
entertainment, education, history for children
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
Parents' Weekend has
been changed to Family
Weekend this year, and
along with the change of
name come a host of new
programs
designed
directly for children.
On Saturday, children can enjoy a program called Kids Korner
from 2-5 p.m. In this,
siblings and children
will be able to enjoy an
afternoon of crafts and
other activities in the
Amani Room at the
Commons.
"Well have pumpkins
so anyone can paint
pumpkins," said Tracey

Gavin, a graduate assistant in the Office of
Student Life. "Well also
have a balloon artist
and
coloring
book
pages."
She said there will be
all sorts of art and craft
supplies for any children or anyone else who
shows up.
"I think this is a neat
event because very
much of it was organized by students,"
Gavin said. She advised
three students who
organized the event.
Also, in another program for children, the
Martha Gesling Weber
Reading Center Van will
be parked outside the

Education Building on
Saturday from 9-11 a.m.
"We call it the 'Little
Beat,1" said Marilyn
Braatz, public relations
specialist for the College
of
Education
and
Human Development.
The
24-foot
Winnebago van, donated
to the University by the
Putnam
County
Educational Services
Center, is complete with
puppets and children's
books that will be available for children to
check out.
Braatz said that in
the past the van has
been brought to schools
and also to migrant
camps, used as an

extension classroom to
promote family-centered
activities designed to
enhance literacy skills
such as oral language,
fluency, vocabulary and
comprehension.
"The van was used in
Putnam County as an
outreach
vehicle,"
Braatz said. "It has gone
all over the place."
The Putnam County
Educational Services
Center donated the van
to BGSU's College of
Education and Human
Development to facilitate the outreach activi-

Photo Provided

e
9 van »• one si9ht families can see th is weekend. It
will be parked in front of the Education Building Saturday from
• See KIDS, page four. 9 to 11 a.m.
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Little Red Schoolhouse offers tours for bits of history
By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
The dean's office of the
College of Education used to
be filled with old school
desks, globes, readers and
other education memorabilia.
As visitors saw this little
display, they kept donating
more things. The college,
not wanting to refuse anything of historic and educational value, accepted all the
gifts offered to them.
Soon the dean's office was
full and the college, along
with President Jerome,
looked for an alternative.

Their alternative was to
set up the Educational
Memorabilia Center, otherwise know as the Little Red
Schoolhouse.
President Jerome and others decided to search for an
old schoolhouse to display
the memorabilia in.
The Linder family from
Norwalk, Ohio heard of
Bowling Green's search and
donated the one-room schoolhouse that had stood on their
farm since 1875.
"We had a number of
other offers, but this one had
the look we were looking for,"
said Marilyn Braatz, public

BG News Photo/BEN FRENCH
The Little Red Schoolhouse provides many
historical aspects of education, which compliments the well-known College of Education.

relations specialist in the
Department of Education
and Human Development.
The look they were
searching for was one with
double doors and a bell
tower.
"It is the kind of schoolhouse that if you were a first
grader and you were drawing a picture of a schoolhouse, you would draw a picture similar to the Little Red
Schoolhouse," Braatz said,
explaining why the Little
Red Schoolhouse was picked.
Another reason they
picked the schoolhouse the
Linder family offered was
because it was from the
Firelands area and the
College of Education thought
it would be good to bring
something from that area to
Bowling Green.
Today the schoolhouse is
open for tours Saturdays and
Sundays from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. and by appointment.
Many people who visit the
schoolhouse are grade-school
classes.
Mrs. Elden, a teacher
from Ridge Elementary,
often brings her students to
the Little Red Schoolhouse
for a history lesson.
She also uses the schoolhouse to give her students a
spelling bee and a music lesson using the antique organ
in the corner of the classroom.
"I love the schoolhouse,"
Elden said. "I have used it
through the years."
Sarah Wayne, senior, is
one of the students at the
University who gives tours
to groups coming through
the schoolhouse.
During the tours, Wayne
said that she "talks about
the different features of the
schoolhouse, how a typical
school day was run and how
things have changed."
"The kids really seem to
like it," said Wayne. "They
always have lots of ques-

tions."
Wayne's favorite story to
tell the children is about the
mystery of the ketchup bottle. When the schoolhouse
was taken apart for its move
from Norwalk to Bowling
Green, an old glass ketchup
bottle was found between the
bricks. Inside the glass bottle was a note.
"When they broke the seal
of the bottle the paper inside
withered. There was no way
to tell what it said," Braatz
said.
The note inside was over
100 years old when it was
found.
Those in charge of the
schoolhouse like to call it a
mystery because of the
curiosity that surrounds
what was written on the
paper.

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Although there are a few replacement desks,
most are the original.
Braatz likes to encourage The All-day Program. The
the students to think about All-day Program allows
what they may have written retired teachers, most of
for future generations to
whom are University graduread.
The schoolhouse also has ates, to teach a full day of
a program coming up called classes in costume.

BAX Global announces...

New Sorter Pay Rates
$11.00/hr. -Nights
$9.75/hr. - Days
After 6 months:

After 1 year

$11.50/hr. -Nights
$10.25/hr. - Days

$12.00/hr. - Nights
$10.75/hr. - Days

BAX also offers outstanding benefits including:
*r Comprehensive medical and dental benefits
7" Full-lime opportunities available after six months
*r Educational Assistance
^" Paid Holidays, Paid Time-Off, and Vacation
Tr Paid training

A Gift They'll Treasure...
For Keeps

TT Uniforms provided/Work boot discounts
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School Spirit
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• Made In U.S.A.
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.
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ONLY
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*r TWA travel discounts for the family
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located behind the Toledo Express Airport off Route 20A at:
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Families fill
up local hotels
for weekend
By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
For those parents who are coming up to visit their son or
daughter this Family Weekend, they may have difficulty
finding a place to stay. Many hotels in the Bowling Green
area are already full or filling up fast.
Days Inn, 1550 E. Wooster, is already filled up to occupancy and has been for weeks.
Quality Inn, 1630 E. Wooster, was full, but because of
recent cancellations, there are a few more rooms available.
According to the font desk of Quality Inn, as of early this
week 12 rooms were available on Friday and four rooms on
Saturday.
, Best Western, located on East Wooster across from
Harshman Quadrangle, is also full.
"We usually sell out for a big weekend a year ahead of
time because most people renew," one Best Western employee said.
Best Western gives their guests the option of renewing
their reservations for the same time the next year for those
families who come back for weekends such as Homecoming,
Family weekend or Lil' Sibs and Kids weekend.
It is a good idea for first year students to get reservations
for upcoming events now so that they have the opportunity
to reserve that date for future years, the employee said.
lb avoid this problem many student's parents such as
Freshman Sarah Duncan's parents are leaving Bowling
Green and staying at a hotel in Maumee. Although she was
not sure what hotel they were staying in, many Maumee
hotels, including the Maumee Days Inn still have plenty of
rooms available.
Another close to Bowling Green option, is the hotels in
Perrysburg. Many of these hotels, like Bowling Green's, are
full. One such hotel is the Holiday Inn in Perrysburg.
Many parents, especially those that live within a 60
miles radius, are bypassing the idea of hotels all together.
They are choosing to drive up Saturday morning, enjoy the
days festivities, then drive home Saturday evening.

Parent

11

talked about her mother's
continued from page one.
She shared how
The gifts ranged from gift strength.
suffering years of
certificates to various local after
and mental abuse
restaurants, apparel from physical
from her father she finally
the differ:
ifound the
ent bookcourage
stores in
to divorce
"She is my friend, my
the area,
h i m
and gifts
seven
mother, and my mentor."
from
years
Kleaver's
Irene Sharon Scott ago.
Jewelry
"I
Sheppard-Scotts Daughter inherited
and The
all
my
Flowerbasket.
The contest was spon- disabilities from my father,
sored by the University but I inherited my strengths
Activities
Organization. from my mother," Irene
According
to
Rachel said.
Irene explained that she
Fulkerson, public relations
chair of UAO, the essays is very close with her mothwere judged on theme, orga- er. She tells her mother
nization, content, word everything, knowing that
choice, and grammar. Three she can trust her completegraduate assistants from
the English office judged the ly"She is my friend, my
essays.
In her essay, Irene also mother, and my mentor."
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it
up
against Toledo

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
The women's soccer team
has to face the fact that if
they don't beat Ibledo, their
1999 season is over.
The Falcons, who have
struggled almost the entire
season, face the Rockets
Saturday at 10 a.m. at
Cochrane Field. This match
was scheduled to take place
September 29th but the
weather and an accident on
the highway prevented

Ibledo from making the trip.
"Toledo has been having a
confidence problem like we
are having," BG coach Tbm
Piccirillo said.
Ibledo,
who
faced
Western Michigan earlier in
the week, has compiled a 78-0 overall and a 3-6-0 MidAmerican
Conference
record.
Piccirillo believes that
emotions and the realization
of the importance of the
match will give the Falcons
the needed kick they need.

"I think when we get out
there and realize it is Ibledo
we are facing, our emotions
will help us play good soccer," Piccirillo said. "I also
feel our team will know that
if we don't win, our season is
over and we don't go to the
tournament."
BG enters the last week of
the season fighting for the
eighth and final berth in the
MAC
Conference
Tournament. The Falcons,

'See SOCCER, page five.
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Women soccer players practice for their
battle against Toledo
Saturday at Cochrane
Field at 10 a.m.

Falcon Football takes on Chippewas
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
For those who like offensive football, Saturday's
noon game at Perry Stadium
could be one to attend.
Throughout the season.
Bowling Green and Central
Michigan could turn out to
be an offensive showdown.
Both Falcon coach Gary
Blackney and Chippewa
coach Dick Flynn's teams
have struggled against the
pass this year.
Flynn's 2-5 overall and 13 Mid-American Conference
team ranks last in the conference against the pass.
The Chippewas yield 238
yards passing per game.
That might be a reason why
junior free safety Brian
Leigeb leads the team with

79 tackles.
He has led the team with
93 tackles in 1997 and 129 in
1998.
"We need to keep the ball
in front of us," Flynn said.
"One of our problems has
been giving up big plays.
That's an area we'd like to
cut down. We also need better pressure to the passer.
We haven't been happy with
that."
That should make quarterback Andy Sahm, who
will play the entire game
unless an injury occurs, as
well as wide receivers Kurt
Gerling, Aaron Alexander
and Robert Redd smile.
Flynn said his team plays
more man-to-man than in
the past.
"We hope to get our
receivers more involved in

the offense," Gerling said.
"We hope to take advantage
of that."
The passing game hopes
to bounce back after a bad
game at Ohio. Gerling called
it "one of those days"
because he didn't believe the
Bobcats did anything special.
They might need to have a
big game because Central's
defense ranks fourth against
the run giving up an average
of 139.9 yards per game.
"They're very good defensively," Blackney said. "They
play a defense very similar
to the one Pitt(sburgh) runs.
They put eight or nine people in the box. Usually,
they're shaded to your tight
end."
Like the Bowling Green
offense,
the
Central

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH

The football team is seen taking on the RedHawks earlier this season.
On Saturday the team will battle Central Michigan at Perry Stadium.

Michigan offense will look to
pick apart the struggling
secondary. Ohio only threw
the ball nine times in the
last game but the Chipps are
known for a good air attack.
The Chippewa offense
averages 362.4 yards per
game good for fifth in the
conference.
"We try to have balance,"
Flynn said. "We like to
establish the run then go for
the passing game."
Junior quarterback Pete
Shepherd averages 191.6
yards per game. Senior cocaptain D.J. Durkin is looking to be back in the lineup
for the game.
"That's a big key to our
defense and to winning this
week," Durkin said. "We
need to get more pressure on
the quarterback and not give
him so much time to look
down the field."
His top target is receiver
Jamarl O'Neal, who has 40
catches for 673 yards.
Blackney said Will Sullivan
will probably guard him.
The Falcons can't forget
about senior tailback Eric
Flowers. Flowers has averaged 115.4 yards per game in
five games. He was injured
earlier in the year.
"He hits it hard north and
south," Blackney said.
"When he gets it, he gets
positive yards. He has a
knack for picking, sliding
and finding the opening."
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Tom
Mather
at
The University Bookstore
Saturday October 30,1999
12:00pm to 3:00 pm

SIGNING BOOKS!

WITH THE FALCONS
FALCON FOOTBA
Saturday, Oct
BGSU vs. Central
Michigan
Kickoff@
12:00 Noon

FALCON BASKETBALL
Saturday, Oct. 30

KEY
:29

Preview Men's
Basketball Team

BCSU
vs*w
Alaska-Fairbanks
•35 pm

Free Admission
Free Candy
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Bookstore Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 6:00
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Friday

8:00-5:00
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9:00 - 5:00
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Tailgating forms informal Family Weekend
plans for greeks
By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
Many greek organizations
are celebrating the weekend
with their parents and families along with the rest of
campus. Most of the activities arc planned around the
football game on Saturday.
On thing that all greek
organizations
have
the
opportunity to take part in is
Greek Town, according to
Greg Stoner, Alpha Sigma Pi
member. Greek Town is the
tents that allow each chapter

to tailgate before each home
football game. This weekend
the
tents
will
be
filled with
food
and
drinks for
the parents
and
students alike,
he said.
The
Alpha Phi's
are having their annual chili
dinner before the game.
According
to
Brooke
Mohajer,
the chili dinner

involves everyone's parents
making chili and then they

are having an open house
with donuts and coffee,

sorority.
The Alpha Sigma Pi's are
also having an open
house before the football
game, according Stoner.
After going to Greek town
and then the they plan on
taking their parents to
somewhere informal like
BW3's.
"We want to let all the
parents get to know each
other
casually,"
said
Stoner.
According to Jenr:fer
Dembinski, member of Alpha

"We want to let all the parents get to know each
other casually"
Greg Stoner
Alpha Sigma Pi
throw all the chili together.
"Like a big potluck,"
Mohajer said.
The Alpha Chi Omega's

according to Erin Oyster. It
gives their parents a chance
to see their house and learn
a little more about their

Omicron Pi, her chapter is
having a brunch Sunday
morning which includes a
slide show.
"We also have two separate weekends for parents,"
Dembinski said, continuing,
"one for moms and one for
dads."
Many other sororities and
fraternities also have separate weekends to celebrate
and spend time with their
parents which may be one
reason not many chapters
have any formal activities
for Family Weekend.

AB rAEZHGI KAMNHOnPSTYOXYQ
Soccer

HockeyContinued from page one.
from a team that was predicted to finish last in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
"We were picked to finish
sixth," Edinger said. "So we
have to make sure we beat
the teams that were picked
behind us. You've gotta be
prepared for any team that
you play in this league, anybody can beat anybody."
Tyler Masters will once
again get the nod in net
Friday. However, Powers
said he is not sure who he
will throw in goal Saturday.
"Tyler will play Friday
and we'll go from there,"

Powers said. "We're still in
the developmental stage, so
I don't want to commit to
more than that game."
Alaska has always been a
team known for work ethic
over skill.
"They're not going to come
all that way to lay down and
let us beat them," Junior
Defenseman Doug Schueller
said. "It's gonna be a tough
battle all around."
lb the Nanooks win
against Michigan, a team
that BG has had trouble
with in recent years, doesn't
have Powers too concerned.
"It doesn't matter because
Michigan totally dominated," Powers said. "They had

22 shots on goal in the third
period. That's more shots
than we've had in whole
games. It shows you what
happens when a goalie gets
in a zone. If he's playing that
well, more power to him."
Powers said that his team
will have to make sure they
get good offensive pressure
and take away Mayes' visibility.
"When a goalie is seeing
the puck the way he is, I'm
looking at the fact that we've
got to get tips and rebounds
and get some traffic in
front," he said.
The puck drops at the
BGSU Ice Arena at 7:35 p.m
Friday and Saturday.
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Continued from page four.
who are tied with Toledo for
ninth place, need the win
Saturday to solidify their
spot in the MAC elite. BG
also needs Kent to lose
Saturday
because
that
would tie the Falcons and
Golden Flashes with 12
points each. Because the
Brown and Orange defeated
Kent earlier in the season,
they would win the tiebreaker and advance to the
tournament.
Central Michigan has

taken control of the first
place spot in the conference
with a 13-4-1 overall mark
and is followed by Eastern
Michigan. Buffalo, Miami,
Ohio, Northern Illinois,
Western, Kent, BG, Toledo,
Marshall and Ball State
round out the conference
rankings
"We really are hoping for
a Kent loss," Piccirillo said.
"We are in control of our own
fate but our season is on the
line. We have been playing
good soccer but we are not

getting the results we want
or deserve."
Falcon notes:
Freshman
goalkeeper
Enka Flanders has compiled
a 5-9-1 record in goal and
has a goals-against average
of 2.17.
Freshman forward Jill
Conover leads the Falcons
with 20 points, followed by
junior forward Michelle Lisy
with 18.

children. They have tried to
plan enough things to keep
children
interested
the
entire weekend as well, not
just during certain hours of
the day.
"This change reflects the
reality of the make-up of the
BGSU community," McPeek
said. She said that although
parents certainly support
college students, there are
also other family members
that support them, such as

siblings.
Also, McPeek mentioned
that there are non-traditional students, many of whom
have families of their own.
Now the weekend has been
expanded so that even their
spouses and children will
have things to do.
The newly-named Family
Weekend will have something for everyone, even
children.

Kids
Continued from page three.
Other than the reading
center van visiting and Kids'
Korner activities, there will
be a host of other activities
for children this weekend.
According
to
Susan
McPeek, graduate intern in
family services for the Office
of Student Life, planners of
the weekend have tried to
make more programs in general that appeal to young

Family Weekend'99 Family Weekend'99 Family Weekend'99 Famty

WELCOME FAMILY!
Stop in and see us for all your BGSU souvenirs!

GOOD LUCK TO COACH BLACKNEY
& THE FALCOHS

BEAT CENTRAL MICHIGAN!

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
Your complete
off-campus connection

353-2252
ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BGSU JACKETS & CAPS
STADIUM BLANKETS
PARENTS SPORTSWEAR
STADIUM CUSHIONS
T-SHIRTS & SHORTS
SWEATSHIRTS
GLASSWARE
MUGS & OTHER
BGSU MERCHANDISE

PARENTS' WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

9:00-7:00
10:00-4:00
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Lewis soars high during senior year
By NICK HURM

The BG News
One can almost hear the
countdown begin seconds
before Melissa Lewis prepares to smack down a kill.
Three...two...one....We have
lift-off of number seven.
What follows is a combination of grace and power.
The Bowling Green left-side
hitter glides upward around
three feet off the ground so
smoothly. Then with one
swat she sends a volleyball
hanging through the air
down like a guided missile.
"Someone with her jumping ability will have an easi• er time hitting the shots that
she does," BG coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "She is
strong and hits a hard ball.
The reason
I
am so
impressed with Melissa
right now is because she is
playing in pain. She has had
pains in her shins for two
years. She just knows that
she has to play with it."
The Mansfield native,
who is in her senior year
with the Falcon volleyball
team, is having her best year
yet. She leads the team in
kills, kills per game, digs,

recepts, and service aces.
Lewis also has over 1,000
kills in her career which is a
mark only eight other
Falcons have surpassed. But
none of these numbers matter to Lewis.
"If we could win a MAC
championship, I would trade
all those numbers in," Lewis
said. "I am proud of what I
have done and I think it is a
great accomplishment. It's a
great feeling, but I would
rather win. That is just how
I am."
Lewis has never been the
one that has wanted to be in
the spotlight. After she
picked up her 1,000th career
kill against Kent on October
8, she talked and talked
about how much the win
meant to the team rather
than her accomplishment.
"Volleyball is a team
sport," Lewis said. "It's not
an individual sport so you
have to put the team first.
It's something I even experienced in high school. I have
never been one that has
wanted to be in the spotlight."
Lewis says her parents
have had a big impact in her

Family Weekend '99
ELECT

MURA £s
An Experienced. Proven Leader
■Business owner of Falcon House
Sporting Goods
"Mura Mtant Butlnett"
•BGSU Business Graduate 1969
•Fourth Ward Council person 1992-1997

life, which would
also explain the
way
sluis.
Intimidating to
her opponents on
the court with
her big hit and
impressive skill
of the
game,
Lewis has a very
different side of
her off the court.
"My parents
are so supportive,
Lewis said. "Both
of them are very
nice people, and I
think
that
I
BG News Photo Illustration/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
learned
from
them. They made
every match, and Bowling Green volleyball left-side hitter Melissa Lewis has
my dad when he
could, traveled to over 1000 kills in her career with the Falcons. Her goal is
every
single to win Mid-American Conference championship. Lewis

Junior Olympic demonstrates her leaping abilities.

tournament
They are a big part of my
game."
Lewis was introduced to
volleyball in fourth grade.
Once she started playing,
she automatically fell in love
with the sport. By her sophomore year in high school, she
liked it so much that she quit
basketball to play the sport
solely. It was right around
this time when Lewis started growing.
Before this point, she said
that she was always one of
the shortest on the team.
After her growth spurt, she
believes this was when she
started to excel over her
competition.
By her junior year, she
was making a definite
impact. Her success was
enough for Bowling Green
head coach Denise Van De
Walle to notice.
"Coach was recruiting
another player from my club

•Supports BGSU Organizations & Sports Teams
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team," Lewis said. "She saw
me and was pretty hard on
trying to get me to come
here. I made my decision
before we got to tournament
time my senior year. I totally
believe that I made the right
one."
A couple of other schools
such as Kent State, Dayton,
and the University
of
Pittsburgh were looking at
her. Lewis liked the coaching and loved the campus.
Over her four years playing for BG, Lewis says some
of the qualities she has
learned on the volleyball
court will help her later on in
life.
"Volleyball is such a great
experience maturing wise
because you have so many
responsibilities. We're here
three to four hours a day,
which helps us manage our
time. It will be great when I
get done with school because

M ^ ft* M
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Need CASH

for Christmas?
Spring BreakP
Work 3 to 5 hours a day and earn as much as
you would working 8 hours at another job!

4? Domino's Pizza Q
A

ri'uuu ipronr n D.O.O.U. mmin

353-MEGA (6342)
1616E. Wooster
Home of the 2 Pizzas for $7.0

y
uorm
ueais
No coupon needed Just Ask!
orThinCruslPizza
lALuUN orumL 'La,9eHandTossed
with cheese and 1 Topping
plus 1-8 Piece Order of Twisty Bread
Deep Dish $1.00 extra.

is WE OFFER
50
$8
TO
$98!0
A

WhhKFnlllpR4 Large Hand Tossed or Thin Crust Cheese Pizzas
Each Additional Topping $1.25
Each Additional Large Cheese $5.00
Deep Dish $1.00 extra

♦ Year-Round Position

HOUR

I already know how to manage my time."
Lewis is a human science
major and carries a 3.12
g.p.a. She believes she has
many options to choose from
after volleyball including
becoming an athletic trainer.
But the BG star hasn't ruled
out her future in volleyball.
"I would like to keep playing," Lewis said. "They have
women's club teams that I
would probably get into if
anything. It would be neat to
play in the professional
league, but I don't know if
that is possible for me."
Whatever Lewis decides
to do she is respected and
liked by her teammates on
and off the court
"She is a great teammate
and person," junior middlehitter Krista Davis said.
"She gives everything on the
court and off the court. She
is a great friend."

Eager Students
Continued from page one.
ents.
"I am taking my parents
to a hockey game because
they [the games] are awesome," Hood said.
While some are excited
to
watch the games,
Kessing is excited to perform for her parents.
"My mother will finally
get to see one of my marching band performances, the
only one she'll be able to
make this year," Kessing
said.
Students also want to
show their parents what
goes on around campus.
"It is a time to show my
parents how I love this
University and how well I
am doing, I can also show
them my room especially
my picture collection of
scooters," McClellan said.
All around, students feel
that Family Weekend is a
good idea.
"It is a good weekend for
the students to show their
parents campus life," Dean
said.
"Parents weekend is
great because everybody
loves their parents and
misses
them
greatly,"
McClellan said.

♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From ,i.
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training

fl/IUIMU A V 2 Handtossed or Thin Crust Pizza with Pepperoni or Cheese
w h
1 l0 n ust $6

MM n nnicoo

" ^

IVIMUNtoO

ll/vC

FOR

lUESDAY

S

-°°

Deep Dish S1.00 extra.
Valid Monday only Dorms only.

♦ Advancement Opportunities

♦ Starting At.$8.50-$9.fX>
♦ $,50 Raise Aftei
♦ Weekly Pay

P<" 9 i

5

2 10" Cheese PiZZaS.... Additwc^ loppings |usl 75 certs each

*7

212" Cheese Pizzas.... Aaxticnai icopings just si oo each

oQ

';♦ No Union Dues

214" Cheese Pizzas.... M«miioHtag»MitiJ6«ifi

' ♦ Great Work-Out

Not a Morning Person,
no problem! We have
5 shifts to choose from.
Call (or more information:

800-582-3577

mo
^EASYTORND

WEDNESDAY

THINK THICK
THURSDAY

raraTHSTur
FRIDAY

An FDX Company

I,

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of
Airport Highway.)

<■

SUNDAY
FUNDAY

»|

Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
1 Large Handtossed or Thin Crust Pizza
with Cheese & 1 Topping
Deep Dish $1.00 extra

1-12" Deep Dish Pizza with
Pepperoni or Cheese of both.
With any 1 topping just $7.00
Valid Thursday only Dorms only.

i um i km »a. M HM w» i MIJ IN*
Ml Rat* Mr * M* Wm, *■ MkL •*«" " "•■
1*1*1

2-10* Hand Tossed or Thin Crust
Pizzas with cheese & 1 Topping
1 -8 Piece Order of Twisty Bread,
plus 1-20OZ bottle of Pop.
Deep Dish $1.00 extra.
Extra Thick Croat SO cents extra per pizza

S

6
s 13^
$
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SickContinued from page one.

move-in day, is experiencing homesickness.
Several factors make her
homesickness tolerable. Her
resident
adviser,
Sara
Riccardi, encourages her to
meet people and go places.
In addition, Cantu calls
home twice a week.
Although she plans to go
to a friend's birthday party
and catch a movie for Family
Weekend. Christmas vacation will be the next time she
sees her family.
"Chapman also helps me
through the transition," she
said. "The classes are smaller and I feel comfortable
asking questions and the
professors are nice and
appreciative."
Max Sprung, freshman
international
business
major from Shaker Heights,
Ohio, said although he misses his parents occasionally,
he doesn't consider it homesickness.
"I consider myself independent," he said. "I travel
to Europe every summer for
a two month stay. I also got a
job at age 12 at an indoor
amusement park."
Sprung said that being
part of the Chapman
Learning Community helps
him with his transition
between high school and college.
"CLC brings out the best
in you," he said. "The program offers friendly educa-

tors. Also my resident adviser Jeremy Banks proofreads
my papers and gives me output. In high school, I was a B
average student and only
cared for sports. Maybe I
shouldn't say this but as of
now I have a 4.0 GPA."
Sprung is also involve in
Phi Kappa Phi. Sprung's
parents won't be coming this
weekend. As of now, he doesn't have any plans for
Family Weekend.
"It's just another weekend
for me," he said.
Kelly Never, a freshman
art undecided major, said
she doesn't get homesick
because she visits her family
weekly in Toledo. She
believes that she is adjusting to college academically
and socially.
"The fact that I am paying
for college makes me care,"
she said.
Katie Yerkey, freshman
from Akron, Ohio said she
goes home once a month just
a to see her dogs. She is an
non-traditional student, she
took a year off to prioritize
and become more focused.
She said due to starting college a year later, she is independent and mature.
Her plans for the weekend are to take her parents
to the Hockey game and go
shopping at a mall in Toledo.
"I'm not homesick," she
said. "My mother calls me a
lot and I go home once or
twice a month. I really miss
my dog, a 120 pound black

lab. I took him everywhere
with me."
Being actively involved in
University organizations
and events, the University is
like a second home for
Yerkey.
A student originally from
Colorado said she doesn't
have a home to be homesick
about.
"I don't really have a
home to be homesick from,"
said Beth Current, a freshman fine arts major. "I'm
from Colorado, but my parents moved to Lebanon,
Ohio a week before school
started."
Current, who hasn't seen
her parents since Labor Day
weekend, is really looking
forward to her family coming up. Her parents are visiting for the weekend. She
plans to participate in the
events scheduled for the
weekend, including the football game on Saturday.
She also wants to show off
Bowling Green, by taking
her parents to Easy Street
Cafe.
One student, who didn't
want to be identified, said
even though she's an upperclassman, she participates
in Family Weekend festivities.
"I haven't seen my mother
and sisters since the summer," she said. "Family
Weekend gives me a chance
to spoil them, spread my
love, and flaunt the best of
Bowling Green."

M
Hunan
£pr Buffet
Chinese Restaurant
10% off with student ID
All you can eat buffet/order in or carry-out
40-50 entrees to choose from
1616 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone:419-352-9153
Lunch - $S25
Dinner (Mon.-Thurs.) - $6.95

Hours
Mon.-Thurs.il.<X)AM-lftOOPM
Fri. 11:00 AM-11:00 PM
Sat 1100Noon-1IflOPM
Sunday and Holiday
1100 Noon -IftOOPM

Dinner (Fit-Sun.) - $7.95
(Seafood Buffet)

ffl A

If you've been searching for a
great place to live next year...

LOOK NO FURTHER!
ile .it our booth ,'.' tl

Off-Campus Housing Fair • Thurv

199 •
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Campus Events

Travel

Attention Golden Key National Honor Society Members: Induction ceremony October 31 O 3pm in the Lenhafl Ballroom.
Honorary and current members invited.
Attention Golden Key National Honor Society Members: First general meeting M,
November 1 O 9pm BAA 1007. Free pizza!
CALL FOR A GOOD TIME!
Want to go to Nassau. Bahamas?
For more information slop by the
table in the Union on Nov. 1st
Between 11:30-2 30 or
contact Shannon Tesso © 372-2486
in the UAO ottice, 330 Union
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
Find out about this Spring Break trip
at an information table in the
Union on Nov 1st from 11 30-2:30,
or contact Shannon Tesso O
372-2486 in the UAO office

• 1 Spnng Break 2000 Specials!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida'
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed.
1-800-234-7007.
www.endlessummertours.com.

City Events
Reggae, The Ark Band. Friday, Oct. 29.
Easy Street Cafe. 353-0988. 352-7143

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring.
54-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Call or stop by
our office for
more information
about our great
apartments!

all
complete
paddles
& wood
gifts
PaddleParties
on request!

Save!
Save!

Travel

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free trips, Free Drinks, Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours com
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE-! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

20%
OFF

l|M *m

Full list

Save!
Save!

Am
agement

Ube Crenel
Knot
^IK) S Mutn St.
I rowntown It' •
Phone ;».=>2-ai4«

Mid Am Property Management
641 Third St. #4, BC • 352-4380

Keel to

Mul-Ain Hunk ,

WELCOME PARENTS
See Us For Parents' Weekend Souvenirs
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Kids' Clothing
Shorts

Mugs
Stadium Blankets
Glassware
Stadium Seat Cushions
Jackets
Baseball Caps
Pennants
Decals
and other BGSU Merchandise

Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons

University Bookstore
'charge

Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Open Parents' Weekend 9:00-5:00

.^^fe. .^^

l^ffi] H®

[MasterCard
^■^^^

VjSA

Regular Hours: 8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

n r\ r\ n

BEAT CENTRAL MICHIGAN:
1
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?'s call 2-9646
AHA'AHA'Ac A'A^A
The women of Alpha Xi Delta would like
to congratulate Jen Carrol on her
lavalienng to Sigma Chi Mike Kolozsi.

A£A'A£A'AHA'AEA

Brewster's Halloween Cosiume Parly
Costume Contest both nttes @ lam.
Sat -Misttits Tribute Band "We Are 138"
Come check out the Gory Special Effects
by Demonomania Productions
"Brewster's Pourhouse. Happy Hour 3-9
33 oz Tankard of Domestic Beer $2.00
$1 25 well drinks/ $1 00 shots
Free popcorn & peanuts. 3 pool tables
Dads, Air Hockey. 4 Free Snuffleboard
'Free CD ol cool music when you register at mybyles.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs."

GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMURALSI!
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 2000 ARE
BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV 15
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE. OR ON THE
WEB INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED, ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS
AND WILL BE HELD NOV 18-19
Haunted House-Nightmare on Jefferson
Street at the Catholic Club. Located in
downtown Toledo at corner of 16th and
Jefferson. Open 7pm every Thur-Sun For
info or coupon www.CatftolicClub.org or
243-7255

Ki KA KA KA KA
Lil Heidi SueTogether Forever we shall be
the best Big/Lil pair in Kay-Dee!
Love. Your Big
KA KA KA KA KA
KD • Kappa Delta ' KD
Lil' Kathenne.
Get Excited!
Tonight is the night we finally meet,
but before we do
Here's one last clue
I can't wait to reveal myself to you1
Love, Your Big
KD ' Kappa Delta • KD
KA KA ' Lil Annamane ' KA KA
I hope you are excited as me
to find out who your big will be!
Cause tonights the night! We're a
pair that's outta sight!!
KA KA ' Love. Your Big ' KA KA
KD Amanda KD
Today is the day
you'll soon know who I am,
I hope you are excited as
much as I am! Love, Your Big
KO APT KD
KD Audrey KD
I know you
Do you know me?
I am excited,
because soon you will see Love Big?
KD APT KD
KA Lil' Kelly KA
Tonight's the night when
you find It's me
What a great Big/Lil' pair we will be,
So be at the house at
a quarter to six o'clock
and then on out the night will rock
Love, your big'??
Lil JessicaToday is the day
Are you excited?
Love your big
Lil' Meghan
"Where the blue of the night
Meets the gold of the day.
Someone waits for you."
See you tonight-Love your Big

IHPURTART NOTICE

1. Would you like to vote in this year's
election?
2. Do you now reside in Bowling Green?
3. Are you registered to vote in ANY
Ohio County'
YOU MAY LEGALLY VOTE
TODAY
OR
ANY TIME BEFORE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2. 1999-7 30PM
Wood County Board Elections
One Courthouse Square
Bowling Green
Tel: 419.354.9120
Regular Hours: Monday - Friday
8 30 $ir, .1:30 pm
A Public Service Announcement From
JOYCE KEPKE for Mayor
JOHN MURA for Council At-Large
SARAH TOMASHEFSKI 1st Ward Cncl.
Wood County Democratic Parly
Allen R Baldwin. Chair,
POB 707, Bowling Green, OH 43402

Tel 352-5299
International Students and Families
Please join us for a weekly English As A
Second Language conversation group
Every Saturday at 4 pm at The UCF Center. 313 Thurstin For info call 352-7534
or e-mail nrybasQbgnet bgsu edu.
fNTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE FOR COREC INNERTUBE WATER POLO ON
NOV 3. IF HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY
3PM IN 130 PFH IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON

H0V)S£
SHOP

Sheer off the wall audacity wildl) playful
visual elicits

See Our Line O,
HOCKEY
EQUIPMENT
on the
2nd Floor!
Open Mon.-fri. 10-8;
Sat. 10-5:30; Sun. 12-5
Youth Hockey Equipment
•Ml

•Christian

(won
Canadian

-Koho
•Titan

-Sherwood
•Fe-rljnd

Jola

lil Sarah
"Won't you come info the garden' I
would like my roses lo see you."
Tonite's the night-only a
tew hours moie Love, your Big
I Sti'iih.inu'
get excited for tonights the night
I will reveal myself to you and
all will be made right
I'll see you then
love Big ?'"
^____
SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS
ARE AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE
DUE NOV 23 INTERVIEWS WILL BE
HELD NOV 29-30
What's Cookin' n ASS? Free food. fun. &
demos for Family Weekend, Sat Ocl 30.
10-ooon, School of Art. Faculty & students
engaged in real classroom activities!

Lost/Found
BG jacket found in Conklin Hall 9/28 Please
call lo identify 2-2301 Ask for Kay

Michael Kcaton u

BEETLEJUJCE

•Nike
•Winnwtll
•BGSiMtd Wing! ftnqi

Tnt Name In L>uobk> rremTSe Haulier

H-WMH**

fee I's for A Great Selection Of
Girls 6 Women s
flGlRF SKATES
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\ COMPETITIVE PRICES"]

Thursday & Friday at 8 & I I PM
111 Olscamp Hall
FREE for Students
$3.00 for parents & quests

123 S. MAIN ST. • 352-3610
DOWNTOWN BG
John d> Mary Mura, Owners

2 graduation tickets needed. ASAP'! Will
pay c.i 419-625-7318, leave message
December graduation tickets wanted,
WiH Pay!
Call Alicia, 372-1407
Hey Ladies!
Become a SAIN facilitator & help to educate your campus on issues ol sexual assault & acquaintance rape For more information call 2-0470 or pick up an application from the Wellnes Connection!
Roommate male/female needed ASAP.
Own room in house across from campus
S233/month + utilities. Call 354-5091
SAIN
The Sexual Assaull Information Network
is recruiting program facilitators SAIN is a
program for women, by women & deals
w/ issues of sexual assault & acquaintance rape. II you'd like to become a SAIN
facilitator, please call 2-0470 or pick up
an application from the Wellness Connection

$$ MAKE CASH WITH ONE
PHONE CALL SS
If you know anyone (mother, father, uncle
or friend) lhal works for a company that
can use a good machine shop you will
make a percentage of all the work I can
do tor them. Call me, Allan Main, w/A-1
Machining m Bowling Green 353-3838
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.
""'Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go Iree to Bahamas. Cancun,
Jamaica or Florida for Spring Break No
selling involved Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy
spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386
Activist Positions Available
EARN $350; wk to protect our
lakes, nvers, and air!
"Fun and educational atmosphere1
Hours are 2-10 pm M-F. Full A Part-time
Call 866-4463
Dependable, part time retail help. Daylime hours, short drive from BG in Grand
Rapids (419)832-1202.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Startingpay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small pans.
Apply in person between the hours of
9 00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

BARNEYS

COUPON

1

CONVENIENCE MART
We Offer:
College Tuition reimbursement
Referral Bonus Program

16" X-LARGE
ONE ITEM PIZZA

$050

The BIG BG'er

■ $6.75 STARTING PAY

Help Wanted

Don't Pass Up This Opportunity
Large telecommunications co looking for
Reps m this area Musi be motivated selfstarter looking for fun and money! Enjoy
working with others and being your own
boss Full or part-time Finally get rewards
that match your efforts Call today for
more information! 1-800-451-7785

Telephone order derks lull/part-time.
$6 00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

Deja Vu is now accepting ap.jiiciiicn:,
and auditioning for exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S Byrne Rd., Toledo.
Did you paint last summer?
Studentpamters.net is looking for motivated students who want to manage their
own business next summer. Average
managers last year make approx. $8000
for summer. For more info, call John at 1 -

800-869-9346.

French house? needs houseboy lo assist
in kitchen for remainder of academe year.
Please contact 2-7145 for more informalion
Person wanted to re-design and update
company's web page. Call Jim, 1 -800Play costumed educational characters for
school aged children Reliable transponation need BG area. 614-297-8688
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting
persons
with
mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in
daily living skills in a Residential setting.
Pan time and sub positions available
ranging from 21.5 to 60 75 hours biweekly Salary is $7 55/hour for first 90 days,
thereafter beginning at $9.94/nour based
upon experience. Excellent salary and
benefit package High school diploma or
GED required: no experience necessary
Positions available in Bowling Green and
Portage areas. Interested persons may
obtain an application packet from Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160 East
Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling Green, Ent. B.
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4.30pm. E.O.E.
Attention Graduate Students
Earn up to $7 /.oo/day
as a substitute teacher in the
Oregon City Schools
(5 miles east of Toledo)
Qualifications:
'Desire to work with students
"Bachelor Degree (All areas)
'Background check
(419)693-0661
ask for Kon or Pam
Secretary/Clerical
Average 20 hrs/wk. temporary position
available at Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Northwestern Ohio in Bowling Green. Responsibilities include clerical duties, gathering information with regard to processing volunteer and client applications, responsible for responding to m-person and
telephone inquiries in a professional manner, various duties to assist caseworker.
Position requires mature individuals able
to handle multiple tasks Requirements include proficient computer skill? - Microsoft
Word, ability to work independently Fax
resumes to 419-352-9679
Sky Technology Resources, Inc -Operations Company for Mid Am Bank and the
Ohio Bank is looking for:
NUMERIC OATA
ENTRY PROCESSORS
FT 2 00pm 11 00pm
PT 11:00am-2:00pm
PT3:00pnv10:OOpm
PT5:O0pm-1O:O0pm
Late afternoon to evening hours, occasional Sal Previous banking and numeric
10 key or calculator experience helpful.
Sky Tech offers:
"Competitive wage and
Quarterly Incentive
"Paid vacation/Personal Days
'Leading Edge Technology
Interested applicants should apply in person, Sky Technology Resources, Inc. Operations Ctr.. 1851 N. Research, BG (I75
to exit 181). Sky Tech values a diverse
workforce and is in principle as well as
practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer
St Mark's Lutheran Church seeking Nursery Supervisor for Sunday mornings between 8 15-10:45am. ECE majors and/or
experience with toddlers preferred. Send
resume lo: St. Mark's Lutheran Church,
Linda Contreras, 315 S College, Bowling
Green, OH 43402.
Teachers, PT w/ FT possibilities. Experience or education preferred, but will train.
Must be available at least 2 30-6pm, M-F.
Send resume to Stay-N-Play Day Care.
3120 S Byrne, Toledo, OH 43614.
Wood Co Prosecutor's Youth Violence
Prevention Program Assistant Director's
Position Full-time 35-40hr/wk. HS diploma & own transportation a must. Additional education & exper. beneficial. Deadline
11/12/99 Application (419) 354-9250

Sportswear Company
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irviudes Oil mm. oil change *,th up lo 5 Quarts
ol quality Vaivoline motor oil, chassis lube, and
alcornpieie vehicle safety inspection Rotate ail
i*ir tires 'in i«u of other otters

Tuffy

COOLING SYSTEM
FLUSH

i
I

i

$

29.95

■CCYCLINDER

fUNE-UP

'$3495"]

fUNE-UP

B
$AA95

Tujfy Does It Right Q-CYCLINDER

I Auto Service
Centers

HOURS:
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

BOWLING GREEN

CYCLINDER

I

UNE-UP

6386.
1991 Chevy Cavalier, 129K. looks good,
runs good $2600 obo Call Mike 3530375 afternoons
1997 Cutlass Supreme 43,000 mi. Autopower steer, locks, A8S. $11900 obo.
352-6817.
25* color television Brand new w/brand

new TI-B3 $320 354-6539
'89 Cavalier Z24
$2300 obo.
372-6749.
Computer lor sale
Macintosh Centrus 610 with 14 inch monitor Style Writer II Printer Additional software and hardware included. Best Offer
Trombone lo' sale
Bach Stradivanus Bb Tenor Trombone
Call 353-9265 lor more mlormation
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Kenwood 100 watt detachable lace AMFM in dash CD player Kenwood 4 channel 240 watt amp Kenwood 140 watt 3way, 6 by 9 spkrs. $300 lor all. Will sell
sep. Call Jeremy 352-3678
Money Orders S.25
Payday loans, checks cashed,
Prepaid phone cards.
Fast cash. 1068 N Main St
354-2300
Needful I hings, a new kind ol store
Would you buy something you can't see?
8 out of 10 people say NO!!!
If you can't see it. why would you buy it?
~lt is loo much of an inconvenience to set
up a time with the person who is selling
something in the newspaper or one of
those 'trading' papers to see what they
have for sale And if you do see it, it may
not meet your expectations anyway. I
would rather buy it at my convenience
when I can see it without the hassles."
1 tried to sell something in a trading'
paper and I ended up paying more lor my
advertising than I got out of selling my
item."
It you have something lo sell, give us a
call first!!
You can sell your items in our store Iront
on a consignment basis to help you
achieve your economies ol scale'"
419-354-2433
(CALL COLLECT)
134 E. Court Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
Sony 500 Watt (100x5)
Dolby Digital "Ready" Receiver
Like new w/warranty, $175 obo
Call 354-1113 for details

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry. »3. Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts available
1 bdrm apartment & 2 bdrm. apt.-10 min.
Irom campus. $450/mo each, all utilities
included Short-term lease. 832-5683.
1.2.3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.

353-7715
Female roommate needed to sublet
apartment $250/month including utilities
Call (419) 358-4862.
House for rent
3 bdrms. 1 bath, very low utilities, dose to
campus and downtown, $630/month. Call

352-0206 to view.
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now 352-7454.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

♦Columbia

CAVE on out complete inventory o* lop quality,
fctehme wanantad muitief s ■ good lot as irxig as
fou own your car
fin lieu ol othe' otters Most cats and light truck*

"111I Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air. Hotel. Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 ot 6 Small Businesses Recognized lor Outstanding Ethics'
spnngbreaktravel com t-800-678-6386
"•1111 Spring Break Specials' Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daylona, South Beach, Honda
$129! spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-

FALL 2000 LEASING
IS IN FULL SWING!

352-5166

or
103 Anthony Wayne Trail fWaterville) ]C1g.ia
26520 N. Dixie Hwy. (Perrysburql
352-8431

L 50% Sir

For Sale

Free Delivery

■ $ 1.00 per hour shift.differentrial
Flexible Hours

f" ■
Lit-tiiwt vwrarafTrETJ' ~
"T
NUFFLERS.BRAKE PADS. AND SHOES I

Work In the best atmosphere around.
Connxtions Comedy Club, Toledo
Now hiring wait A host stall.
Stop in or call, 5319 Heatherdowns
at Reynolds 867-9041

Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold

Apply at any of the Bowling Green locations:
1091 N. Main
1602 E. Wooster
996 S. Main
0773404
B/
* ■»****

Help Wanted

627-6276.

Wanted

Help Wanted
'HILARIOUS - A MUCH BIGGER
GUT BUSTER THAN GHOSTBUSTERS:
Kivitun* BtCTltJLBX Is one of thr
biggest baddest wolvi's ,i ghost mo\i<- has evtl
unleashed. a pullet-gay

Bauer

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals
19*y PAhENT OF THE YEAR 1999
Congratulalions to Irene Sharon Scott tor
winning the Parents ot the Year Essay
Contest" Sharon Sheppard-Scott. Irene's
mother, will be awarded tor this
aefttvement SatunJay at the Foolbal Game.
1999 Parents of the Year 1999
UAO would Itke to thank:
Karen Craigo
Mike Czyzniejewski
Angela Haas
For doing an outstanding job
judging the Essays Thank
you tor all of your support!"
1999 Parents of the Year 1999
UAO would like to acknowledge
University Bookstore
Bee Gee Bookstore
Collegiate Connection
^
for donating gifts to the
Parent of the Year.
Sharon Sheppard-Scott
1999 Parents of the Year 1999
UAO would like to thank
aji of those who participated
in the Parents of the Year
Essay Contest1
Apply to become aPeer Facilitator
(or UNIV 100
UNIV 100 University Success is
recruiting candidates for Peer Facilitator
positions Applications can be picked up
at the First Year Experience Program
Office, 406 Moseley Hall. Applications are
duo Fnday, November 5. 1999.
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352-0717

Winter
Wear...

Mercer
Frazee
Field Manor
Bentwood

Parkas
Fleece
Jackets
Vests
Boots
Thermal
Underwear
* Hats a Gloves
* Casual Wear

352-0717
>24 E. Wooster
fowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available.
Many locations!

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
Open Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat. 10-5:30; Sun 12-5

FALL LISTING IS AVAILABLE, STOP

123 S. Main Downtown B.G
Phone 352-3610

353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN STREET

Heinz
Columbia Courts
Ridge Manor
Merry St.

IN TODAY FOR YOUR COPY!

John & Mary Mura, Owner
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